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ABSTRACT

Auditory brain stem responses (ABRs) are extensively
used as tools in basic science research and otoneurologi
cal diagnosis. However, ABRs recorded from any single
electrode pair are limited in the information they pro
vide. Surface potential mapping studies provide difficult
to synthesize applicable meaning from them.

The purpose of this study was to reduce some of these
limitations by recording three-single channel click evoked
ABRs simultaneously, combining their data, and plotting a
single three-dimensional ABR. The use of three orthogonal
electrode pairs approximates an infinite number of confi
gurations and therefore combines the investigative power
of a mapping study with the simplicity of a single
waveform.

Results were as follows: (1) The three-dimensional
plot formed a three-channel Lissajous trajectory (3-CLT)
of the ABR. Segments of sequential data points of the 3–
CLT were planar in configuration. Planar-segments were
described in terms of duration, post-stimulus latency,
shape and position relative to the voltage axes. The 3–
CLT and its planar-segments are reproducible within and
across subjects. (2) Planar-segment formation, duration
and latency were not affected by changing electrode posi
tion. (3) Right ear stimulation produced a mirror-image
of the 3-CLT generated by left ear stimulation. (4) The
four major planar-segment present at lo dB differentiated
into 12 planar-segments with , increasing , , stimulus level.
Some of these segments demonstrated position changes.

On the basis of these results, it can be concluded:
(l) Planar-segments provide new information about underly
ing neurophysiological mechanisms unavailable from any
single-channel recording. Planarity of data points sug
gests similar activity underlying the 3-CLT. (2) The 3–
CLT simplifies mapping studies by providing a representa
tion of all of the amplitude, polarity and latency infor
mation available in the ABR. (3) Changes in planar
segment position may reflect changes in position of con
tributing neural generators. (4) The 3-CLT provides more
information at low stimulus levels than does the single
Channel ABR. At 10 dB the 3-CLT offers four planar
segments reflecting activity at different levels of the
auditory pathway. Single channel ABRs from equivalent
stimuli show only one or two peaks representing more
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restricted regions of the brainstem. (5) Increasing the
size of the area of activation on the basilar membrane
adds new contributing generators to the ABR, and those new
generators have different anatomical geometry.

3-CLT analysis is a new technique which provides
additional as well as more specific information than the
single-channel ABR.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The following corpus consists of three papers. These

combined papers present a definitive report on the three

dimensional auditory brain stem response (ABR) also known

as the three-channel Lissa jous trajectory of the ABR. To

date, only a preliminary report by Williston et al (1981),

presenting a qualitative description of their results

using guinea pigs, had been published. In that report

three single-channel ABRs were recorded from orthogonally

located electrode pairs. The three waveforms were then

plotted three-dimensionally using a plastic, string and

colored yarn model. The author's noted that specific sec

tions of the plot appeared to lie in discrete planes.

Planarity of a physiologic response was first noted

by Schellong et al (lº 37), an early investigator in the

field of vector cardiography. He reported that the QRS

loop of the three-dimensional vector cardiogram was planar

in configuration. Later, the degree of planarity (i.e.,

how well the data points conformed to a single plane), the

position of the plane relative to the anatomical axes, and

the shape of the loop formed by the data points were all

found to improve diagnosis of cardiopathology (Burger and



Vaane, l958; McFee et al., 1961; Pipberger and Carter,

1962; Abel, l065; Mark and Arbeit, 1965; and Hannien

1967). It is possible that planarity is a phenomenon

which can be used to improve our diagnostic capabilities

in otoneurology as well.

The purpose of the following studies was to provide

a detailed description of the 3-CLT in the cat and to

present an experimentally based understanding of the rela

tionship among planar-segments and their neural genera

tors. This was approached at three levels, hence three

papers.

The first level was purely descriptive. A group of

cats were studied using the most similar experimental con

ditions possible. The paradigm was simple; monaural

stimulation, one stimulus intensity, one stimulus rate,

one recording bandwidth, one recording electrode confi

guration, and one analysis procedure. The 3-CLT's recorded

from the cats were described in terms of six indices;

number, apex-latency, boundaries, duration, shape, and

position in voltage space. The within-animal and across

animal variability in each of these indices was deter

mined. A detailed description of the recording method and

planar analysis technique was presented as well as the

nomenclature and definitions of this new field.



The second level was an attempt to determine experi

mentally the relationship between recording electrode

location and the 3-CLT. 3-CLT's recorded using various

orthogonal and non-orthogonal electrode configurations

were compared by using the planar-segment indices men

tioned above. Three-channel data were compared to

single-channel data in terms of variability with electrode

location. This experiment was performed to determine if

planar-segments are electrode location dependent, Or

neural generator dependent.

At the third level, the stimulus intensity was sys–

tematically varied to determine the effects of stimulus

level on the different characteristics of the planar

segments. Stimulus intensities were raised from near

threshold intensities to high levels at small increments

in order to observe sequential transitions in the 3–CLT

wave form.



CHAPTER 2

PLANAR-SEGMENT FORMATION, ANALYSIS, AND RELIABILITY

INTRODUCTION

The advent of the computer has increased our capabil

ities for signal processing and therefore expanded and

strengthened scientific methodology. High resolution sam—

pling has been combined with averaging to permit recording

of low voltage short duration signals which were previ

ously inaccessible using earlier techniques. Such techno

logical improvements allow the recording of neurophysio

logical responses which are time locked to a sensory

stimulus. Sohmer and Feinmesser (1967) noted four nega

tive peaks while recording cochlear potentials using sur

face electrodes. They postulated that the first two were

the Nl and N2 components of the cochlear potential and

that the second two were either repetitive firings of the

auditory nerve or activity generated in auditory brainstem

nuclei. Jewett (1969, 1970), was the first to demonstrate

that activity arising from the brain stem could be

recorded from electrodes placed on the scalp. Jewett and

his associates (Jewett et al., 1970; Jewett and Williston

197l) recorded these potentials in humans and referred to

this technique as "far-field" recording. This activity

elicited by short duration click stimuli has become known



as the auditory brain stem response (ABR). Following pub

lication of these early reports, other laboratories began

to apply ABRs as tools in basic science and clinical medi

cine.

Sohmer and Feinmesser (1973) and Hecox and Galambos

(1974) employed the ABR as a means of studying the audi

tory system in vivo in man and established a basis for

application to audiological evaluation of difficult-to

test children, infants, and neonates. Starr and Achor

(1975) studied neurologically impaired patients using ABRs

which furthered the understanding of the response and its

clinical applicability. Within a decade of its discovery,

the ABR has gained wide acceptance and is currently used

as a standard clinical procedure and research tool. In

audiology, ABRs have been used to evaluate hearing in

infants and difficult-to-test patients (Sohmer and Fein

messer, 1973; Starr et al., 1977) and to improve site of

lesion testing, specifically for cases of acoustic neuroma

(Sohmer et al., 1974; Starr and Hamilton, 1976; Stockard

and Ross iter, 1977). ABRs have also been applied in (l.)

assessment of brainstem pathologies resulting from neuro

logical disease, metabolic disorder and trauma (Starr and

Achor, 1975; Stockard and Ross iter, 1977); (2.) research

in cochlear prosthetics (Starr and Brackmann, 1979); (3.)

studying neonatal development (Jewett and Romano, 1972;



Shipley et al., 1980) and in neuroanatomical and neurophy

siological testing in man and animals (a thorough review

is found in Moore lº&3).

The usefulness of ABRs is easily demonstrated: how

ever, there are limitations to the amount and type of

usable information which can be derived from a response

recorded from any single electrode pair. One limitation

arises from the lack of understanding about the physiology

under lying the response and its precise neural generators.

There is argument as to whether the ABR is from somatic or

axonal generators (Buchwald, 1983). ABRs have also been

considered of limited value for assessing the auditory

system because standard methods typically employ a brief

acoustic transient or a "click" stimulus (Davis, 1976).

Click stimuli have a broad spectrum and therefore do not

provide frequency specific information about the auditory

system. However, recent studies on tone-pip evoked ABRs

and ABRs recorded in the presence of derived-band, masking

stimuli indicate that frequency specific responses may be

realized (Kodera et al., 1977; Don and Egger mont, 1978).

Another limitation in the use of ABRs for clinical

purposes is that the time-voltage wave form varies with

electrode configuration. The distribution of scalp

recorded surface potentials has been approximated by



detailed mapping studies: moving either of the active

recording electrodes can change the latency, amplitude and

even polarity of the peaks and valleys which characterize

the ABR (Plantz et al., 1974; Terkildsen et al., 1974;

Stre letz et al., 1977). The amount of waveform change is

dependent upon the direction and distance the electrodes

are moved. ABRs have been typically recorded from elec

trodes placed at the vertex and at the mastoid or ear lobe

ipsilateral to the stimulated ear. These electrode posi

tions have been used because they are easy to determine

anatomically, and because they selectively accentuate

specific peaks in the averaged ABR. The vertex position

tends to maximize the amplitude of Wave V (Coats and Mar

tin, 1977), allowing it to be recorded at near-threshold

stimulus levels. Electrode positions near the stimulated

ear maximize the amplitude of waves I and II, and there

fore provide information from peripheral generators,

including the acoustic nerve (Coats and Martin, l077).

Investigators have found that other useful informa

tion can be obtained using alternative electrode confi

gurations. Coats and Martin (1977) have shown that Waves

I, II, and IV-V in man were accentuated using a vertex

mastoid recording pair while waves II and III were

enhanced using a nasopharyngeal-mastoid scheme. Prasher

and Gibson (1980) determined that asymmetries in



peripheral generator activity could be identified by

recording ABRs from linked reference electrodes placed on

both mastoids. These variations in electrode placement

suggest that additional useful information (including

information concerning brain stem pathologies) may be more

readily identified by specific electrode configurations.

The potential increase in information gained from

multiple electrode arrays was appreciated during the

development of vector cardiography (VCG). Early VCG studies

revealed that when electrocardiogram (ECG) voltages,

obtained from three electrode pairs placed orthogonally

around the heart, were plotted in three-dimensional vol

tage space, regularly shaped ellipses were observed. Each

ellipse appeared to be planar and corresponded in time

with the familiar T wave and QRS complex observed in the

ECG (Schellong et al., 1937; Schellong, 1938; Burger and

Vaane, 1958). But, by plotting voltage in three

dimensional space, an additional observation was made--

specific arrangements of loops in space were associated

with normal healthy heart function whereas distorted loop

patterns were associated with pathological heart function.

In many cases, these disease processes would not have been

easily diagnosed using standard single electrode pair ECG

techniques (Wartak, 1970). Thus, vectorcardiography has

been used as an adjunct to twelve-lead ECG techniques in



diagnosis of abnormal patterns of electrical activity in

the heart, hypertrophy of the heart muscle, ventricular

conduction defects, myocardial infarction, and injury

ischemia (Wartak, 1970).

No single recording channel is always capable of

accurately representing all ABR activity. For example, if

neural activity is recorded as equal voltages at both

recording electrodes, the differentially amplified signal

will be zero. This occurs whenever the algebraic sum of

neural activity at both the positive and negative record

ing electrodes is equal to zero. In this case, the aver

aged response indicates that there is little or no

activity, when in fact, there can be (see Martin et al.,

1983b). Therefore, when using any single electrode pair

to record a "far-field" evoked potential, the averaged

response may misrepresent true neural activity.

Recording ABRs from multiple electrode pairs provides

a more complete and accurate estimate of the generator

activity; however, correlating data from each pair (as in

mapping studies) is tedious, difficult, and impractical.

Besie how many additional pairs and in what orientations

should they be placed to provide "enough" information

about the integrity of the auditory system to be diagnost

ically useful.
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Under ideal conditions, three orthogonal electrode

pairs can provide a first approximation of equivalent

dipole activity and orientation (Pratt et al., 1983).

These channels can then be combined and plotted simultane

ously on voltage axes resulting in a three-dimensional

Lissajous figure. Lissajous curves or figures are defined

as the combination of two or more simple harmonic motions.

The path which the ABR follows in voltage space is

referred to as a three-channel Lissa jous trajectory (3–

CLT). The 3–CLT has been observed in guinea pigs (Willis

ton et al., 1981) and man (Pratt et al., 1983).

By combining the additional information obtained from

simultaneously recorded multi-channel data with our

knowledge of physics and physiology, some of the present

limitations of the ABR can be reduced. The 3-CLT may give

more useful information about the interaction between the

neural generators of the ABR than single channel record

ing. It may also reflect coding mechanisms along the

basilar membrane (see Martin et al., 1983c). Finally, the

3-CLT may allow representation of large quantities of sur

face potential information in a simplified and useful form

(see Martin et al., 1983b).

The purpose of this paper is twofold: First to

describe in detail the 3-CLT of the ABR recorded from the
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cat, and second to provide the information necessary to

record, analyze and define 3-CLT planar-segments.

Nomenclature

The primary observation of Williston et al. (1981)

was that the 3-CLT recorded in the guinea pig could be be

divided into sets of consecutive planar data points. A

set of consecutive data points (usually more than 15)

which lie in a plane is described as a PLANAR-SEGMENT of

the 3–CLT. Segments of the 3-CLT are identified by lower

case letters ( 'a', 'b', 'c', etc.) with arabic numbers for

sub-divisions. When a segment statistically approximates

a plane, that plane is referred to as the BEST-FIT PLANE.

For the purposes of this paper, data points of a segment

were considered planar if they remained in the best-fit

plane within + 2 standard deviations of the pre-stimulus

baseline noise level. The baseline noise used for sta

tistical comparison was rotated to the same angles as the

best-fit plane to account for different noise levels in

each of the three contributing single channels.

The APEX of a segment is the point of sharpest curva

ture. The APEX-LATENCY of a segment is the time in mil

liseconds from the stimulus onset to the apex of the seg

I■ lent. The DURATION of a planar-segment is the time in

milliseconds during which the segment remains in the
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best-fit plane. The method of analysis employed in this

study is called PLANAR ANALYSIS and differs from other

multi channel analysis methods (Ino and Mizoi, l080; Cohen,

l982; Szelenberger, 1982).

METHODS

Subjects

Ten adult cats were anesthetized initially with

ketamine hydrochloride/acepromazine malate (.6mg/Kg, 70/30

mixture, I.M.). Anesthesia was maintained by sodium pen

tabarbitol (40mg/Kg, I. V.). All animals were immobilized

in a head holder in a sound-reduction, electrically

shielded test chamber (IAC). Rectal temperature was main

tained between 37 and 39 degrees C by a water-bath heating

pad.

Stimulation

Stimuli were computer-generated square waves (100

usec duration) which, when presented through a shielded

headphone (Stax model SR84), produced a 70 dB impulse SPL

rare faction click. The headphone was coupled to a plastic

earbar inserted into the right ear of each cat. A fast

Fourier transform of the stimulus indicated that peak
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energy was between 3 and 5 kHz (for FFT and time/pressure

wave form see Martin et al., 1983c). Stimulus calibration

was obtained using a precision Sound Level Meter (Bruel

and Kajer, Model 2209). The sound level meter was

equipped with a 1/2 inch microphone and coupled directly

to the output of the plastic earbar.

Recording

Silver-silver chloride wire electrodes were inserted

subcutaneously for each recording channel. The X channel

electrodes were placed at the bridge of the nose (+) and

occiput (–). The Y channel electrodes were placed at the

left (+) and right (-) mastoids, immediately below the

pinna. The Z channel electrodes were placed at vertex (+)

and midline throat (-). These channels are referred to as

the RECORDING AXES (Figure l). The electrode-skin

impedance was measured using a Grass electrode impedance

meter and was less than 3 kohms in all cases. The

activity from each channel was band-pass filtered from 10

Hz to 3 or lo kHz (3dB down at 6dB/oct rolloff) and ampli

fied 100,000 times (WPI Model DAM 6-A modified to give

100,000 gain). Lowering the high frequency cut-off did

not change the latency or amplitude of the single-channel

responses, but provided results which were more easily

analyzed through planar analysis. Five-hundred sweeps of

15 ms each were averaged on line using a Nova 3 computer.
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The data were sampled every 25 usec (23 usec for cat Ol)

and digitized with a l2 bit A/D converter. In order to

maintain such high sampling rates, the ABRs from each

channel were recorded sequentially rather than simultane

ously. This was deemed possible because single-channel

ABR test-retest reliability was very good (Figure 2).

Analysis

Describing the three-dimensional characteristics of

the 3-CLT with two-dimensional plots is very difficult.

Our laboratory has experimented with stereoscopic photo

graphs, l0mm movies, plastic and string models, and three

single-channel plots of the 3-CLT. Each of these methods

provided qualitative information about the 3-CLT, but pro

vided little quantitative information about the position,

duration and shape of planar-segments. The analysis

method in this study was an off-line procedure in which

the 3–CLT was displayed on an oscilliscope and rotated

manually by keyboard input. Any set of consecutive data

points could be analyzed for planarity. When a segment

appeared visually to be planar, the observer initiated a

program which determined if the sequence of points lay

within + 2 standard deviations (re baseline noise) of the

best-fit plane. This program determined the endpoints of

the planar-segment from which duration values were calcu

lated. The criterion for an endpoint was that the next
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nine points following an endpoint must all lie out of the

best-fit plane.

The shape of the planar-segment was qualitatively

represented by a plot of the data points from a view nor

mal to the best-fit plane in which the segment lies. This

is referred to as the "broadside" view. The apex latency

for each planar-segment was determined by visually select

ing the apex of the segment in the broadside view. The

variance in and out of the best-fit plane was also plotted

(Figure 3).

The position of the best-fit plane in three

dimensional voltage space was also calculated. To

describe the position of a plane, a set of analysis axes

had to be defined. The X, Y, and Z channel data are plot

ted on X, Y, and Z voltage axes. These are referred to as

the ANALYSIS AXES. The convention for the orientation of

these axes is taken from the Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics' section on analytic geometry (Hodgman, 1960).

The convention follows the right hand rule. Thus, the

extended index finger tip is positive X, the middle finger

to the left is positive Y, and the thumb pointed upward is

positive Z. The intersection of the fingers and thumb is

the origin (or zero voltage point).
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In these experiments, the ABR from the nose-occiput

channel is plotted in the X direction, the ABR from the

left-right mastoid channel in the Y direction, and the ABR

from the vertex-throat channel in the Z direction. Both

recording and analysis axes follow the right hand rule. A

distinction is made between recording and analysis axes,

because analysis axes need not in any way be related to

anatomical location.

The position of the best-fit plane relative to the

analysis axes can be described mathematically in many

ways. One of these methods was applied in this study and

others are referred to in the discussion section. The

method we chose describes the position of the best-fit

plane by defining the unique vector which is normal to the

plane and passes through the origin. This vector is

called the SIGHT VECTOR since it is determined by visually

rotating the data points during analysis. The sight vec

tor is described in terms of its length (distance) and by

two angles relative to the analysis axes. This method is

based on a modification of the spherical coordinate system

(Hodgman, 1960). The first angle, the AZIMUTH, is the

angle between the sight vector and the positive X axis,

around the Z axis. Positive angles (toward the +y axis)

range in value from 0 to +180 degrees. Negative angles

(towards the -Y axis) range from 0 to -180 degrees. The
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second angle, the ELEVATION, is the angle between the

sight vector and the positive Z axis. Elevation values

range from 0 to +180 degrees. An analogy to spherical

coordinate angles is that of longitude and latitude; the

former equivalent to azimuth and the latter to elevation.

The distance is measured in microvolts from the origin and

is the length of the sight vector. This method was

adopted for this study because it provides the most intui

tive means of visualizing the position of a plane relative

to the analysis axes (Figure 4). To compare sight-vector

positions, the included angle between two sight vectors

was calculated using the formula (Hannien 1967) :

Included angle = cos l 2 2 2 N 2 2Nx; + Yi + zi X2 + x; + 2
2
2

Where X, Y, Z are the coordinates of any points along the

sight vectors of the planar-segments being considered

(Figure 5). The included angle lies in the plane made up

of the two sight vectors intersecting at the origin.

Statistical analysis of sight vector comparisons was

performed using Hotellings' t-square (Morrison, 1976) on

X, Y, and Z values of the sight vectors for each adjacent

pair of planar-segments. This method does not compare

within trial pairings of adjacent sight vectors as does

the graphic display in Figure l3, but pools all X, Y, and
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Z values and compares them to adjacent sight vector X, Y,

Z values. The values are pooled because X, Y, and Z

values are interdependent and therefore sight vector posi

tion comparisons must consider all three values as one

functional unit.

RESULTS

Three two-dimensional views of a typical 3–CLT are

displayed in Figures 6a, b, and c. The X, Y, and Z chan

nels which were combined to form this 3–CLT are illus

trated in Figure 2. Figures 6a, b, and c are the results

of plotting all of the possible combinations of the

single-channel ABRs in Figure 2 as two-dimensional Lissa

jous figures. The voltage trajectory begins at the ori

gin, but never passes through the origin again. Time is

not explicitly plotted, but is represented by the distance

between data points (Williston et al., 1981).

Planar-Segment Formation

The 3–CLT illustrated in Figure 6a, b, c can be

divided into 12 planar-segments. These segments have been

named al., a2, bl, b2, cl, c2, c3, c.4, d.l., d2, d3, and d4.

This breakdown is based on the relation of the grouped

planar-segments at 70 dB to those observed at lower
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stimulus levels (see Martin et al. 1983c). Figures 7a-e

indicate the planar-segment boundaries for each of the l?

planar-segments. Figure 7a displays the X, Y, and Z sin

gle channel ABRs and the boundaries for the four groups of

planar-segments ("a", "b", "c", "d"). The boundaries for

each individual planar-segment are presented in figures

7b, c, d, e. All planar-segments in these examples over

lap (i.e., they share data points) with adjacent planar

segments except dl-d2 and d 3-d 4 (See Figure 7e). Planar

segment boundaries do not necessarily correspond with any

specific characteristic of single-channel waveforms, such

as positive or negative peaks.

Typical examples of each planar-segment are plotted

in Figures 8a, b, c, d. The variance in and out of the

plane is plotted with the beginning and ending points (in

milliseconds) for each segment. "Non-planar" data points

have been added at each end of the planar-segment as an

indicator of the loss of planarity outside the boundaries.

Broadside views are also plotted to illustrate the variety

of shapes and sizes of planar-segments. The azimuth,

elevation, and distance for each planar-segment is

presented.

Planar-segments al, a2, and blcorrespond roughly

with the vertex potential, Jewett Wave I. B2, cl and c2

correspond to Wave II, and c3 and c4 correspond to Wave
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III. Planar-segment dl begins on the falling slope of III

and ends on the rise of IV. D2 begins on the rise of IV

and continues to the rise of V. Wave V corresponds to

planar-segments d2 and d4.

Planar-Segment Variability. Within and Across Subjects

Similar three-channel ABRs were obtained when record

ing from one cat eight times over a six hour period at

using a 70dB impulse SPL click stimulus. In each case, a

3–CLT was recorded which could be divided into 12 planar

segments using planar analysis. Figure 9 graphically

illustrates the distributions of planar-segment boun

daries, apex latencies, and durations within one cat over

the six hour period. The median boundaries indicate that

planar-segments typically overlap. The apex latency of al

was not reported because the shape of the segment often

approximates a line and it is very difficult to define an

apex in such a planar-segment. The durations of planar

segments al to d1 were usually slightly less than .5ms

each, however, planar-segments d2 to d4 were two to four

times longer. These later planar-segments are not only

longer in duration, but are more variable in duration than

earlier planar-segments. Figure 10 is an example of the

maximum variability for a particular planar-segment (in

this case c3) recorded within one animal. Planar-segment

C3 was selected because it illustrates as specific type of
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variability occasionally observed. In the case shown on

the right, c3 and c2 are combined to form one planar

segment, therefore changing the shape and increasing the

duration of c3. The apices of c2 and c3 are marked and if

the data points which form c2 are ignored, both the shape

and duration of c3 remain comparable to the two other

examples of c3 presented.

Figure ll plots the boundary, latency, and duration

distributions for all planar-segments recorded across 10

subjects at one stimulus intensity, 70dB. Across-animal

latencies were normalized to account for differences in

hearing across subjects. This was done by determining an

average Wave V latency from all cats and then correcting

single-channel ABRs from each cat to normalized values by

adding or subtracting latency. This correction was con

sidered reasonable because inter-apex latencies and planar

group durations changed minimally at stimulus levels from

lC to 70dB (Martin et al., 1983c). As observed in the

within-subject data, there is boundary overlap between

adjacent planar-segments. Also, there is a marked

increase in duration and duration variability of planar

segments d2, d3, and d4 compared to earlier segments.

Variability in shape of planar-segment c3 across animals

is illustrated in Figure 12. Although the positions of

the plots are different, the shapes are basically the
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same. This is generally true for all planar-segments when

compared across animals.

Sight Vector Position

Average sight vector positions for each planar

segment were calculated as well as their distribution in

voltage space. These values recorded from one cat over a

six hour experimental period are presented in Table I.

Average sight vector positions required the calculation of

the cartesian coordinate values X, Y, and Z of the point

at which the sight vector intersected the best-fit-plane.

For a given planar-segment, the X, Y, and Z values for all

of the trials were averaged and then converted back to

azimuth and elevation values. The distribution of sight

vectors for a given planar-segment around the average

sight-vector is reported as an included angle. This value

was determined by calculating the included angle between

the average sight vector and the sight vector recorded

during each of the eight trials. The percentile values

reported indicate the percentage of the total sight vec

tors observed which were within a specific radius (in

degrees of included angle) around the average sight vec

tor. For example, 50% of the observed sight vectors for

planar segment al were within 7 degrees radius of the

average al sight vector in any azimuth or elevation
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direction. Therefore, the larger the included angle value

for a given percentile, the greater the variability in the

position of the sight vector for that specific planar

segment. For example, planar-segments al., a2, and cl have

little variability in position for this animal while bl

(especially) and d1 are the most variable.

Average sight vector positions and their distribu

tions recorded from 10 different cats are presented in

Table II. The variability of sight vector position across

animals was typically two to three times greater than the

variability within one animal over a six hour testing

period with one exception: bl was much more variable in

One animal over a six hour testing period than it was

across the eight subjects.

Sight Vector Distance

Median and quartile distance values for sight vectors

recorded within and across subjects are presented in Table

III. In cases where the distance is very small, the sight

vector approximates zero magnitude. However, since the

sight vector is normal to the best-fit plane, it may have

a direction or sense even at zero magnitude. The "typi

cal" sense of each sight vector was determined by choosing

the sense most consistently observed across the ten sub
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jects. In cases where distances were small and therefore

the sense of the sight vector was ambiguous (e.g. al., cl,

and d1), the typical sense was adopted. This procedure

maintained consistent azimuth and elevation values but

resulted in negative median distances for planar-segments

c2 and d2 in the within-animal distance data. Both within

and across animals quartile distance values rarely

exceeded 2 uv, and median values were usually less than

luv.

Number of Planar-Segments

Twelve planar-segments were visually identified in

all animals. However, it was necessary to define some

criterion to determine if two adjacent segments of the 3–

CLT could be identified as separate planar-segments. The

criterion selected was the position of each sight vector

relative to its adjacent counterpart. The position

difference between each pair of adjacent sight vectors was

quantified by measuring their included angle (e.g., al vs.

a2, a 2 vs. bl, bl vs. b2, etc.) for all experimental tri

als. Included angles observed between adjacent sight vec

tors are presented in Figure l3 for both within and

across-subject testing. This figure illustrates the

difference in position of adjacent sight vectors. Median

and quartile included angle values describe the relative
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difference in position between any two sight vectors from

sequential planar-segments. The smaller the included

angle, the closer the positions of adjacent sight vectors.

Also presented in Figure ls are test-retest included angle

values for each individual sight-vector from two sequen

tial trials within one subject as a comparison of normal

sight-vector variability. Operator analysis error was

always less than test-retest variability. This was deter

mined by reanalyzing the same data six times over a period

of several months and determining the maximum included

angle between any pair of the six sight vectors for a

given planar-segment. The maximum operator error included

angle was then compared to included angles determined by

the same operator analyzing repeat tests within the same

animal. By comparing adjacent pairs of sight vectors,

median adjacent included angle values ranged from 26

degrees (c4 vs di, within animal) to 159 degrees (al vs

a2, within animal). In three cases, the included angle

between adjacent planes was so small that data points of

both adjacent planar-segments were within + 2 standard

deviations of the rotated baseline noise (i.e. within the

limits defined as "planar"). This suggested that only one

planar-segment existed, although tWO We re usually

Observed. This was the exception rather than the rule.

Only two of 110 adjacent included angles derived from

across–subject data (c4 vs di, and d2 vs d2) and one of 88
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derived from within-subject, demonstrated (d.3 vs d4)

included angles of zero. In these cases however, it was

still possible to determine apex-latencies and therefore

identify planar-segments. An example of this was the com—

bination of c2 and c3 into one planar-segment while their

apices could still be identified (Figure 10).

All but two of the adjacent sight-vectors, both

within and across animals, were demonstrated to be in sig

nificantly different locations using Hotellings' t-square

test (p < 0.05). The two which were not found to be sig–

nificant by this test were the c4 vs. d.1 within-animal

comparison (p=. 07) and the d2 vs. d 3 across-animal com

parison (p=. 80). However, Figure l’s illustrates that c4

and di within one animal as well as d2 and d3 across

animals were usually reported to be in different loca

tions.

In summary, most of the time, twelve sequential

planar-segments were observed using planar-analysis. Each

differed in position and shape from those adjacent to it.

Planar-segments with short apex-latencies had short dura

tions, while planar-segments with latencies greater than

about 4 milliseconds post-stimulus were two to three

times longer in duration.
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DISCUSSION

The results of this study support the work of Willis–

ton et al. (1981) using guinea pigs. Combining three

single-channel ABRs recorded from or thogonally placed

electrode pairs results in a three-dimensional Lissa jous

figure in the cat as well as the guinea pig. The path of

the 3–CLT begins at the origin. But, as in the guinea

pig, does not return to the origin. Williston et al.

(1981) pointed out that this is not observed in the

three-dimensional plot of the vector cardiogram. This

phenomenon could be due to postsynaptic potential, slow

wave activity reflected in the ABR. Williston et al.

(1981) also noted that at least three segments of consecu

tive data points were planar when plotted. Planar

segments are also observed along the 3-CLT of the cat.

However, the number of planar-segments observed in the cat

is four times that reported in the guinea pig. The

difference in number of planar-segments between cats and

guinea pigs may be partly physiological. The single

channel ABR of the guinea pig has at most four peaks in

the Z trace, whereas a similar recording in the cat shows

five positive peaks, possibly six, because Wave I in the Z

channel forms two positive peaks (see Figure 2). The more

probable reason for the discrepancy is the difference in

analysis techniques. Williston et al. (1981) were limited
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to visual appraisal of a string model for their analysis.

Computer analysis employing statistical criteria for

planar-segment determination has enabled us to increase

the sensitivity of planar-analysis.

The consistent finding of 12 planar-segments, each

with similar durations, latencies, boundaries, and loca

tions in voltage space, observed across all subjects,

indicates that planar-segment formation is a general

phenomenon which reflects neural generator activity.

Planar-segment formation is also observed in vector car

diography which records cardiac activity with three

orthogonally placed electrodes. When plotted in three

dimensions the QRS complex and T wave form loops which are

planar (Wartak, 1970). The generators of VCG planes are

the cardiac muscles. Asynchronous firing of heart muscle

due to pathology can result in a disruption of planar

loops in the VCG (DePasquale and Burch, 1960; Frimpter et

al., 1958; Hugenholtz et al., 1961; Mayer et al., 1963), and

changes in planar position (Pipberger and Carter, 1962;

Abel, 1966; Mark and Arbeit, 1966) and loss planarity

(Pipberger and Carter, 1962; Mark and Arbeit, 1966).

Disruption of the neural firing pattern, either within one

or between generators apparently modifies the formation of

planar events recorded from the heart. Analogous disrup

tions of neural synchrony should have equal effects on ABR
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planar-segments.

The increase in variability of sight vector position

a C C CSS animals compared to within animals primarily

reflects variations in single-channel waveforms which con

tribute to 3–CLT formation. Jewett and Williston (1971),

Starr and Achor (1975), Rowe (1978), and Stockard et al.

(1979) have reported that amplitude and general waveform

appearance vary from subject to subject more than latency

values. Planar-segment position is an amplitude related

function and thus the increased variability in position

across subjects would be expected. In one case in which

within-animal sight vector distribution values for

planar-segment bl exceeded across-animal distribution

values, the increase in variability was introduced by the

last three recordings obtained over the six hour period.

It should be noted that over long testing periods during

which the animal was maintained under anesthesia, the

position of the sight vector for planar-segment bl varied

much more han other sight vector positions. This sug

gests that some planar-segments may reflect activity which

is particularly sensitive to subject state.

Overlapping of planar-segment boundaries may be

partly due to the methodology employed in planar-analysis.

To be considered planar, data points had to lie within + 2
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standard deviations of the rotated base line noise. This

range could permit a few data points at each end of a

planar-segment to be accepted when in actuality the 3-CLT

had begun to leave one plane and enter a new one. The

points at the transition between adjacent planar-segments

would then be included within the boundaries of both adja

cent segments. The criteria of + 2 standard deviations of

baseline noise assumes that each data point is independent

of the points immediately before and after it. This, how

ever, is not the case, and errors resulting from this

assumption will tend to increase the overlap of adjacent

planar-segments. Overlapping could also be caused by

decreasing activity from the generators forming one

planar-segment interacting with increasing activity of

generators forming the next planar-segment. In this case,

the overlap would result from the simultaneous activity of

sequential generators during a transition period.

Planar-segment duration increased as a function of

planar-segment latency both within and across subjects.

This trend reflects the fact that the auditory pathway is

a divergent system, branching and increasing in complexity

at each synaptic junction. The ABR is the algebraic sum

of all simultaneous activity synchronized to the acoustic

signal as a function of time. At shorter latencies

(reflecting more peripheral activity centers) planar
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segments may represent the activity of fewer, ImCre

discretely located generators than at longer latencies.

These short latency generators would have a high degree of

synchrony and little overlap with earlier or later genera

tor activity. Longer latency planar-segments may have

longer durations because of the overlap of neuronal

activity due to divergence.

Variability in planar-segment boundaries and duration

values was related to the included angle between adjacent

sight vectors. When two adjacent segments have a small

included angle, their best-fit planes are approximately

the same. Planar analysis may indicate that the two

planar-segments form one longer segment (still planar)

thereby increasing the duration and altering the boun

daries of each contributing planar-segment. However, the

apex of the segment remains unchanged and thus the apex

latency as well.

The twelve planar-segments identified were usually

located in significantly (p & .05) different positions as

defined by their sight vectors with the exception of two

Cases. In both cases the included angles between adjacent

plane-segments were small (c4 vs. d l within subject = 26

degrees, d2 vs d2 across subject = 28 degrees). It was
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also determined that in three out of 198 cases, include

angles between two planar-segments were zero, suggesting

that both planar-segments were in the same best-fit plane.

This could possibly occur when adjacent included angles

are small enough that data points lie within the planarity

criteria used (i.e. less than + 2 standard deviations of

rotated baseline noise). Therefore, the number Of

planar-segments will be less than 12 when the included

angle between two adjacent sight vectors is so small that

the difference in sight vector position is considered due

to random variation in electrical or physiological noise.

In general, however, the results suggest that adjacent

planar-segments are in different positions in voltage

Space.

The significance of spatially separated planar

segments is that the location of segments in voltage space

appears to be dependent upon neural generator activity

(Martin et al., 1983b and c). Therefore, changes in

planar-segment position may provide information about

changes in generator orientation or the time-course of

activation unavailable in single-channel ABRs (Martin et

al, l083b). This information would be clinically useful

for identifying site of lesion and following progressive

changes in neuronal generators as a function of disease.
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The presentation of three-dimensional characteristics

of the 3-CLT in a two-dimensional format is difficult to

achieve. The method used in this paper is not the only

method available. Another method is to present the Carte

sian coordinate values of the point (i.e., X, Y, Z) at

which the sight vector intersects the best-fit plane. A

third technique involves describing the best-fit plane of

a planar-segment by its equation Ax + By + Cz + D = O

where A, B, and C are the coefficients of the plane and D

is the distance of the plane from the origin. A fourth

way of presenting 3-D data employs polar coordinate axes

definitions rather than spherical coordinate definitions.

This method uses three angles and a distance to descri") e

the sight vestor insteal of the two angles and a dista ince

which we have used. A fifth technique uses the 11 no lifi = i

spherical coordinate method, in which azimuth values are

measured from 0 to 360 degrees. All of these me thods are

mathematically equivalent and none provides more in forma

tion than any other. They merely differ in method of

presentation. We have chosen to present azimuth angles in

positive and negative values to more clearly illustrate

symmetry in responses obtained from stimulating opposite

ears. For example, if a sight vector has an azimuth of

+50 degrees with right ear stimulation, one would expect

the equivalent sight vector from left ear stimulation to

have an azimuth value of -50 degrees and therefore a
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mirror image of the opposite sight vector.

There are several advantages in using planar analysis

of the 3-CLT instead of single-channel ABRs. The first is

that data from three separate recording configurations can

be presented in a concise format, unlike mapping studies.

Another benefit is that by using or thogonally placed elec

trode pairs, the possibility of recording unrepresentative

activity is greatly reduced. Activity which may have a

net differential potential of zero in one channel, will be

recorded by one or both of the other channels and there

fore represented in the 3-CLT.

A sight vector defines the position of the best-of

fit plane of the data points which comprise a planar

segment, but does not provide any direct information about

the location of the actual data points in voltage space.

An additional index of spatial position would be to calcu

late the center of gravity of each planar-segment. This

would be the mean of all X, Y, Z values for data points

within a given planar-segment. The center of gravity

could be described by the azimuth, elevation, and distance

of the vector from the origin to the center of gravity

point, similar to the way in which sight vectors are

described.
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Present clinical measures for single-channel ABRs are

dependent upon one or two data points for each measure

(e.g., the peak of Wave V). Apex-latencies are also

determined from a single point, but that point is the net

activity of three recording channels, therefore represent

ing a more complete picture of time specific information

in the ABR. Planar-segments consist of groups of data

points (usually lº or more), all of which share one common

property; the points are generated in such a way that they

fulfill the requirements Ax + By + Cz + D = O and as a

result form a plane. This provides us with information

regarding the duration of underlying neural events which

is unavailable from single-channel recorded ABRs. This

proposition is further supported by the fact that planar

segment boundaries do not correspond directly to peaks or

valleys of any specific single-channel ABR.

The study of planar-segments may also increase our

understanding and utilization of single-channel ABRs.

Clinical research using 3–CLT's may enable us to determine

single-channel electrode configurations which maximize the

identification and diagnosis of specific neuronal impair–

ments (Martin et al., 1983b).

Finally, if planar-segments do directly represent

neuronal activity along the auditory pathway, parametric
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studies involving stimulus level and masking manipulation

may provide new information about the nature, location and

identity of the generators which contribute to the ABR as

well as to mechanisms of auditory processing (Martin et

al, l083c).

SUMMARY

Auditory brain stem response (ABR) three-channel Lis

sajous trajectories were recorded from 10 anesthetized

adult cats from three or thogonally placed electrode pairs.

Planar analysis, an off-line procedure, defined planar

segment boundaries, durations, apex-latencies and sight

vector positions relative to the analysis axes. Planar

analysis indicated that sets of sequential data points

along the 3–CLT formed 12 distinct planes in three

dimensional voltage space. Within- and across–subject

variability Wa S described. Alternative methods for

describing planar-segment position in voltage space were

presented. Planarity of data points suggests that some

common underlying neurophysiological factor such as neural

synchrony may be responsible for the formation of planar

segments in voltage space. These results also suggest

that data obtained from three orthogonally placed elec

trode channels provides information about the distribution

of surface potentials unavailable from any single-channel
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ABR.

TABLE LEGENDS

Table I

Within animal sight vector distribution. The mean

sight vector position as well as its range of distribution

are presented for data recorded from one cat eight times

over a six hour period. All values are in degrees. The

percentile values indicate the included angle away from

the average sight vector in which a certain percent of the

total sight vectors was located. For example, 75 percent

of all al sight vectors in this cat were within 9 degrees

of the average al sight vector (azimuth=40, eleva

tion=l 31). Therefore the size of the percentile included

angle is dependent upon the variability in sight vector

position.

Table II

Across animal sight vector distribution. The same as

Table I except the data were compiled from planar-segments

recorded from 10 different cats.

Table III

Within and across animal sight vector distance values

(in microvolts). Median distances and quartile ranges are
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presented for each planar-segment.

FIGURES

Figure l

Recording axes for the 3–CLT. Electrode pairs are

orthogonal in relationship, i.e., perpendicular and at

right angles to each other. X electrode locations are

bridge of nose (positive) and occiput, Y locations left

(positive) and right mastoids, Z locations Cz (positive)

and midline throat.

Figure 2

Single channel traces recorded from the X, Y and Z

electrode pairs. The double tracings indicate the

within-animal test-retest reliability for each electrode

pair location. Each plot is of two traces recorded one

hour apart. Arrows indicate stimulus onset at the left of

each trace.

Figure 3

Hypothetical example Of planar-analysis plots.

Above, data points l-8 are plotted ordinate vs. variance

in and out of the best-fit-plane. The lines at each end

of the variance plot represent the best-fit-plane. Points

which are less than two standard deviations of the rotated
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base line noise above or below this line are considered

within the plane. The lower portion of the illustration

plots the normal to best-fit-plane view of the same data

points. The comma represents the first data point and the

arrow points the direction of the trajectory. The O is

the point at which the sight vector intersects the best

fit plane of the planar-segment.

Figure 4

Analysis axes with example of a sight Vector.

Azimuth is the angle between sight vector and the X axis,

elevation is the angle between the sight vector and the Z

axis. The length of the sight vector is the distance.

The polarity of the analysis axes is consistent with the

"right hand rule". Also shown are the data points of

planar-segment "P" (figure 3) in their best-fit plane.

The sight vector is normal to the best-fit plane and

intersects the origin. The thickness of the best-fit

plane is determined by + two standard deviations of the

baseline noise rotated to the same position as the sight

Vector.

Figure 5.

Example of included angle in voltage space. If a and

b are sight vectors for two different planar-segments, the

difference in position of the two planar-segments may be
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described by the angle between their respective sight vec

tor S.

Figure 6a

The 3-CLT to right ear stimulation, superimposed upon

analysis axes. The trace begins at the open circle near

the origin. Stimulus intensity was 70 dB impulse SPL.

Positive Y is to the viewer's right, positive Z at the top

of the figure, positive X (not shown) coming at the viewer

from the plane of the figure.

Figure 6b

Analysis axes have been rotated to the right 90

degrees around the Z axis relative to 6a. Positive Y (not

shown) is coming out of the plane of the figure away from

the viewer.

Figure 6c

Analysis axes have been rotated down towards the

viewer 90 degrees relative to 6b, so that positive Z (not

shown) is now coming out of the plane of the figure

towards the viewer.

Figure 7a

Single-channel traces with the 4 major planar groups,

"a", "b", "c" and "d". The vertical cursors demarcate the

boundaries of each major planar group. Traces We re
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recorded with right ear stimulation at 70 dB, the same as

in figs. 2, 6 and 8.

Figure 7b.

Single-channel traces with planar-segments. The

vertical cursors demarcate the planar-segments with in

major planar group a . Note the overlap of boundaries

between adjacent segments. Arrowheads indicating boun

daries of planar-segment bl are included to show overlap

between a 2 and bl.

Figure 7c.

Single-channel traces with planar-segments. The

vertical cursors demarcate the planar-segments within

major planar group b.

Figure 7d.

Single-channel traces with planar-segments. The

vertical cursors demarcate the planar-segments with in

major planar group c.

Figure 7e

Single channel traces with planar-segments. The

vertical cursors demarcate the planar-segments within

major planar group d'. In this example, d.l-d2 and d 3–d4 do

not overlap.
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Figure 8a.

An example of planar analysis for planar-segments al

and a2 recorded from a cat (compare to Figure 3). The

upper traces are the variance in and out of the best-fit

plane. Arrowheads mark the planar-segment beginning and

ending points (values in post-stimulus ms). Additional

points outside the planar boundaries are displayed to

indicate the degree to which the data points before and

after a planar-segment deviated from the best-fit plane.

The lower traces plot the broadside view of the same data

points. Arrowheads mark the boundaries of the planar

segment whose points have been connected by a line to more

clearly indicate planar-segment shape. The arrow along

side the planar-segment indicates the direction of the

trajectory. The comma is the first data point of the

planar-segment, and the O is the point at which the sight

vector intersects the best-fit plane. Below are the

azimuth, elevation (in degrees) and distance values (in

microvolts) for each planar-segment.

Figure 8b-d

The same as in Figure 8a, but for planar-segment

groups b-d.
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Figure 9.

Within animal distributions of planar-segment boun

daries, apex-latencies, and durations. Results from one

cat over a six hour testing period are plotted. On the

LEFT side of the figure, boundary and apex-latency data

are presented. Dotted vertical lines represent the median

beginning or ending point of each planar-segment. The

shaded region indicated the quartile distribution of the

boundary values. Quartile ranges for apex-latency are

indicated by vertical half-lines near the arrowheads. The

arrowheads indicate median apex-latency values. Note the

overlap of adjacent segment boundaries. The values above

and below the LEFT side are post-stimulus millisecond

units. On the RIGHT side of the figure duration data for

each planar-segment are presented. The dotted vertical

line is the median duration value and the shaded area is

the quartile range. Note the increase in duration of

planar-segments d2 to d4. The values above and below the

RIGHT side are in milliseconds duration.

Figure 10

An example of planar-segment variability within one

animal. The upper plots are of the variance in-and-out of

the best-fit plane. Arrowheads indicate the planar

segment boundaries in post-stimulus milliseconds.

Planar-segment c3 is displayed from recordings near the
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beginning, middle, and end of a six hour recording ses—

sion. The maximum difference in position at any time was

27 degrees. The shape of c3 remains relatively constant

throughout the recording session, but in the trace at the

far right the duration is increased by 0.2 ms. This is

because the included angle between c 2 and c3 has become so

small that c2 points are added to the beginning of the c3

planar-segment. These points (as well as the apex of c2)

can be identified in the broadside view.

Figure ll

Same as Figure 9, but data taken from 10 different

cats. Latencies have been normalized for Wave V latency.

Figure 12

An example of planar-segment variability aCr OSS

animals. The three most different c3 planar-segments

recorded from 10 animals are displayed. They differ in

shape (normal to the plane view), position, and duration,

but are still readily identified using planar-analysis

techniques. The maximum difference in position between

any two c3 sight vectors across animals was 57 degrees.

Figure 13

Included angles between sight vectors of adjacent

planar-segments. The top of the shaded bars indicate the
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median adjacent included angle for eight trials within one

cat. Also indicated are the quartile ranges at the top of

each bar. This shows the difference in positions of any

two sequential planar-segments. The unshaded bars

represent the same information recorded across 10 indivi

dual cats. For comparison, test-retest variability scores

(back to back recordings) within one cat are presented for

each individual planar-segment (black bars). An asterisk

over a bar indicates that the two planar-segments were in

significantly different locations (P & .05) as determined

by Hotellings' t-square test. P values for non

significant pairs are presented.



TABLE I.

WITHIN ANIMAL SIGHT VECTOR DISTRIBUTION

(in degrees)

Average Sight Vector
Planar
Segment Azimuth Elevation 50? 75?

al 40 l3l 7 9

a2 -l62 50 5 9

bl -146 ll2 32 44

b2 -l3 lll ll 15

cl -35 97 5 6

c2 -l.26 60 9 19

c3 l6l 54 18 19

c4 -49 101 9 13

dl -35 l23 26 33

d2 -76 105 13 17

d 3 -l22 65 13 23

d4 -166 56 6 12



TABLE II

ACROSS ANIMAL SIGHT VECTOR DISTRIBUTION

(in degrees)

Average Sight Vector
Planar

Segment Azimuth Elevation 50? 75?

al 43 l3l l2 25

a2 -177 28 7 17

bl -127 ll 5 ll 17

b2 -2 ll3 17 25

cl -19 75 25 38

c2 -lj.3 27 31 31

c3 130 42 20 33

c4 -65 97 13 23

dl -55 103 35 42

d2 -72 93 23 28

d 3 -65 98 2l 31

d4 150 73 51 72
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CHAPTER 3

THE EFFECTS OF ELECTRODE PLACEMENT

INTRODUCTION

The auditory brain stem response (ABR) is the scalp

recorded electrical potential resulting from the sequen

tial activation of the auditory pathway in response to an

abrupt auditory stimulus. The potential recorded at any

instant in time represents the algebraic summation of

activity from all simultaneously active generators

(Jewett, 1970; Jewett and Williston, 1971). Simultaneous

three-channel representation of ABRs reveals a Lissa jous

figure resulting from the path of the potential in three

dimensional voltage space (Williston et al., 1981; Martin

et al., 1983a). The primary observation concerning the ABR

three-channel Lissa jous trajectory (3-CLT) is that sets of

sequential data points form planar-segments. Planar

segments have been reported in the guinea-pig (Williston

et al., 1981), cat (Martin et al., 1983a), and man (Pratt et

al., 1983). Twelve planar-segments have been recorded from

the cat and have been described in terms of their apex

latency, boundaries, duration and sight vector position in

voltage space (see Martin et al. 1983a). There was no

direct correlation between planar-segment duration or

apex-latency and specific peaks and valleys of ABR

46
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activity recorded across any single electrode pair, how

ever, all twelve planar-segments were reproduced within

and across animals. It was hypothesized that planar

segment measures provide more accurate and complete detec

tion of the ABR generators than activity recorded across

any single electrode pair. The purpose of this study was

to determine effects of electrode placement on 3–CLT

wave forms and on planar-segment boundaries, duration,

apex-latencies, and sight vector positions.

Several mapping studies have reported that auditory

evoked potential waveforms vary with electrode placement.

These potentials have been found to have widespread scalp

distribution, asymmetrical with monaural stimulation

(Plantz et al., 1974) but bilaterally symmetrical with

binaural stimulation (Martin and Moore, l078; Streletz et

al, l977; Ino and Mizoi, 1980; Dum et al., 1981; Hashimoto

et al., 1981; Szelenberger et al., 1981). No areas of the

scalp were found to be electrically neutral during the ABR

(Plantz et al., 1974). Large changes in electrode position

resulted in ABR wave form changes including: l) changes in

peak latencies (Plantz et al., 1974; Allen and Starr, 1978;

Prasher and Gibson, 1980; Hashimoto et al., 1981; Starr and

Squires lo&2); 2) changes in peak amplitudes (Plantz et

al, l074; Stre letz et al., 1977; Prasher and Gibson, 1980;

Dum et al., 1981; Parker, 1981); and 3) changes in peak
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polarity (Picton et al., 1974; Plantz et al. 1974; Terkild

sen et al., 1974; Stre letz et al., 1977; Parker 1981; Cohen,

1982; Starr and Squires 1982). Similar changes have been

reported from mapping studies recording frequency follow

ing responses (Stillman et al., 1978; middle latency

responses (Picton et al., 1974; Stre letz et al., 1977;

Cohen, l 982) and late cortical responses (Picton et al.,

1974; Stre letz et al., 1977). In all of the above mentioned

studies, care was taken to experimentally verify that

non-cephalic reference sites were neutral when used.

If wave form variability is not due to variations in

the volume conduction properties of head tissues, as pro

posed by Plonsey (1969), then peak latency, amplitude

and/or polarity changes must reflect temporo-spatial pro

perties of ABR generators (Plantz et al., 1974; Jewett,

1983). These properties may include generator movement

(Starr and Squires 1982), equivalent dipole orientation

(Prasher and Gibson, 1981) and/or number of generators

(Hashimoto et al., 1981).

Variations in ABR wave form related to electrode posi

tion have led to studies designed to determine "optimal"

recording configurations (Terkildsen et al., 1974; Parker,

l981), while other studies simply employed additional

Channels for additional clinically relevant information
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(Stockard et al., 1977; Prasher & Gibson, l080). Hashimoto

et al., (1981) recording between the ipsilateral ear and

the sternum, reported that Wave II polarity was abnormally

inverted in patients with brain stem gliomas, whereas Wave

III polarity was abnormally inverted in patients suffering

from medulloblastomas. This result suggests that specific

electrode configurations are more effective for recording

wave form changes resulting from certain pathologies. It

follows that the clinical utility of the ABR to detect

potential pathology may be limited if confined to one

electrode pair.

Collectively, these mapping studies point out the

vulnerability of using established clinical criteria that

rely solely on peak latency and amplitude values. Changes

in peak amplitudes and latencies which result from record

ing ABRs from different surface locations indicate that

the peaks and valleys of a single-channel ABR are elec

trode position dependent and not directly generator depen

dent. It is possible that the ABR 3–CLT and its planar

segments may also be electrode position dependent. This

study was designed to determine the effects of electrode

placement on 3–CLT formation under two conditions. In the

first experiment the position of recording axes relative

to the scalp was changed while their relative or thogonal

ity was maintained. This study was done to determine
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whether or not planar-segment formation and position in

voltage space was dependent upon orientation of orthogonal

recording axes. The changes in electrode placement

selected for this experiment maximize two possible sources

of 3-CLT distortion: 1. ) the "near-field" effect of

recording near the cochlear nerve, and 2.) the interrup

tion of volume conduction pathways in the cranium by oral

and nasal pharyngeal air spaces. In the second experi

ment, non-orthogonal recording axes were used to address

the question : Are planar-segment formation and position

dependent upon orthogonal recording axes? This question

is answered at two levels. The simpler case compares 3–

CLT's acquired using orthogonal recording axes with 3–CLTs

acquired using recording axes in which only one axis is

non-orthogonal. The specific variations in electrode

position for this experiment were chosen because they max

imize the effects of non-orthogonal placement while

requiring a relatively small change in scalp location.

Specifically, Plantz et al., (1974) reported that movement

of an electrode at the throat a few centimeters towards

the stimulated ear resulted in polarity changes at that

electrode for Waves I, II, and III in the cat when using a

non-cephalic reference. In the more complex case, all

three axes were non-orthogonal but widely spaced.

METHODS
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Experimental Conditions

Six adult cats, from the population reported in our

previous study (Martin et al., 1983a), were also used in

this study. All experimental conditions are presented in

detail in that text.

In this study, electrodes were placed at l4 locations

on each cat's scalp. The location of the recording elec

trodes used was dependent on specific questions to be

answered. The ground electrode was located at the back of

the neck between Cl and Tl2 in all experiments.

Analysis

The three single-channel ABRs recorded for each elec

trode configuration were combined and the 3-CLT plotted on

three orthogonal analysis voltage axes, using a computer

graphics program. Hard copies of analyzed data were plot

ted and numeric data for planar-segment duration, apex—

latency and position relative to the analysis axes were

Compared. Planar-segment shape was not considered in this

study. For a detailed description of the analysis method

and terminology definitions, see Martin et al., (1983a).

RESULTS

Psi vs. Chi
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The first experiment required two different orthogo

nal recording axes. The _psi_ configuration used in

this study utilized the same electrode positions described

by Martin et al. (1983a); that is, X channel electrodes

were placed at the bridge of the nose (+) and occiput (-),

Y channel electrodes at left (+) and right (-) mastoids,

immediately below the pinna, and Z channel electrodes at

vertex (+) and throat (-) (Figure l). Electrode positions

for the chi configuration were the result of a 45 degree

clockwise rotation of the psi configuration Y and Z elec

trode pairs around the X axis (Figure l). Psi vs. chi

Comparisons were made on four cats.

Single channel ABRs recorded from both the psi (X, Y,

Z) and chi (X, V, W) electrode configurations are shown in

Figure 2. The X channel was the same in both configura

tions. Note the dramatic difference in single channel

wave forms which resulted from the new positions of two

electrode pairs. All channels recorded show differences

in wave form which are a result of recording from new loca

tions. The differences manifested are in peak latency,

amplitude, and polarity.

In contrast to the marked changes in single-channel

waveforms following rotations of orthogonal recording

axes, planar-segment boundaries, apex-latencies, and dura
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tions remained relatively unchanged. The reader should be

reminded that planar analysis does not consider peaks or

valleys as analysis criteria. Only data points which are

statistically planar were considered part of the planar

segments (Martin et al., 1983a). Planar-segment boundaries

recorded from both psi and chi configurations are also

presented in Figure 2. Segments al and b2 are typical

examples of boundary changes which resulted from rotation

of the recording axes. Planar-segment d4 boundaries were

most affected by psi/chi rotation changes and are also

presented. Other planar-segment boundaries were less

affected than d4 as shown in Figure 2. Note that planar

segment boundaries are minimally affected by the rotation

of orthogonal electrode pairs around the X axis. This is

further demonstrated in Table I, which compares psi and

chi boundaries, apex-latencies and durations for all

twelve planar-segments in the same cat. The psi values

were recorded over a six hour period. All of the apex

latency values derived from planar-analysis of ABRs

recorded with chi electrodes were within the range of

values obtained from ABRs recorded using psi electrodes.

Eighty percent of all chi planar-segment beginning and

ending points were within the range of psi values. Those

cases which exceeded the psi range were always either the

beginning point or ending point, never both, and never by

more than 0.28 milliseconds. Planar-segment durations
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were in agreement with results observed for planar-segment

boundaries. These results were verified in all four cats.

An example of 3-CLT's recorded from psi and chi elec

trode configurations as viewed looking down the unchanged

X axis (+X toward the viewer) is shown in Figure 3. The

chi analysis axes have been rotated 45 degrees to correct

for the approximate 45 degree clockwise rotation of the

recording axes (see Figure l). This figure presents a

qualitative comparison of psi and chi 3–CLT formation and

shows that voltage space waveforms recorded from different

or thogonal electrode pairs are remarkably similar. They

differ in that the largest vertical loop appears to lie

slightly left of the origin in the chi but not the psi

recording.

For the psi vs. chi experiment, all chi data was ini

tially analyzed as recorded with no correction made for

the 45 degree rotation of the Y and Z channels around the

X recording axis. All boundary, latency, and duration

values reported are from that initial analysis (Table I).

A post-hoc counter-clockwise rotation of 45 degrees around

the X axis was calculated for all chi sight vectors for

Comparison with the unrotated psi sight vectors. This

analysis provided an estimate of the relative change in

3-CLT waveform as a function of changing orthogonal
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recording electrode positions (Table II).

The equation used for this 45 degree Counter

clockwise rotation around +x is:

For the matrix, l 0 0 X■
l l

(X2, X2, 22) o Prº- Y1

"H 3-| l’i
Solve the equations, X-, - a, , X2 * *ll ×1 * *12 Yi + ais 21

*2 * *21 X1 * *22 Yi + azs 21

Where : Xl, Yl, and Zl are uncorrected chi values for the
the sight vector intercept of the best-fit plane and X2, Y2,and Z2 are the corrected chi values.

The observation derived from Figure l is supported by

the results in Table II. Chi sight vectors were rotated

counter-clockwise 45 degrees to correct for the 45 degree

clockwise rotation of the chi recording axes from psi

(control) positions. Included angles (Martin et al.,

1983a) between corrected chi and psi sight vectors were

calculated (the smaller the value, the closer the posi

tions of corrected psi and chi sight vectors). For com—

parison, the test-retest variability ranges for all sight

Vectors within the same animal are reported. Ten of

twelve corrected chi sight vectors were within the



expected range of psi values, indicating that there is

very little change in the 3-CLT waveform as a result of

rotating orthogonal recording axes. This was verified in

all four animals. Table II also presents the range of

across animal included angle values for corrected chi vs.

psi sight vectors for all four cats.

The second experiment required non-orthogonal record

ing axes. The 3-CLT's from orthogonal recording axes (psi

configuration) were compared to 3–CLT's recorded from non

orthogonal recording axes. The -Z electrode in the con

trol or psi configurations is located at the midline of

the throat while in the simplest non-orthogonal case, the

-Z electrode is moved toward the stimulated ear approxi

mately 3 cm. The latter position is referred to as the Z2

position (Figure 4). Psi vs. Z2 comparisons were made on

five cats.

An example of changes in single-channel waveforms

that occur when one electrode pair is moved is presented

in Figure 5. Recall that the Z2 position reflected move—

ment of the -Z electrode 3 cm toward the stimulated ear.

In the planar analysis, the X and Y channels were the same

for both Psi and Z2 configurations. The double-peaked
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character of Wave I in the psi Z channel was absent in Z2

forming one predominant wave with an inflection on the

falling slope. Z2 Wave II was larger in amplitude com

pared to its psi equivalent, but Waves III, IV, and V in

the Z2 configuration were smaller in amplitude. There was

little difference in planar-segment boundaries as a result

of recording the 3-CLT with one non-orthogonal electrode

pair when compared to the orthogonal control. Planar

segment al and b2 boundaries are presented as typical

examples of the small changes seen between psi and Z2

recording conditions. To illustrate the extreme case,

planar-segment d3 boundaries were presented, being the

most altered by the use of a non-orthogonal recording con

figuration. These results are further supported by Table

III, which shows the boundaries, apex-latencies, and dura

tions of all planar-segments recorded from one cat using

the Z2 electrode placement. For comparison, the range of

psi values within the same animal over a six hour period

is presented. All but one of the apex latencies for the

Z2 planar-segments were within the range of psi values.

Also, over 90% of the beginning and ending points of the

Z2 planar-segments were within the range of psi values.

The duration values reflect the boundary results illus

trated in Figure 5. In general, planar-segment boun

daries, apex-latencies, and durations were equivalent when

recording from or thogonal (psi) or non-orthogonal (Z2)
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recording axes.

3–CLT shape differences were dependent upon whether

or not the recording axes were orthogonal. These differ

ences were indicated by changes in sight vector positions

between data recorded from psi and Z2 conditions. In one

animal, 75% of the Z2 sight vectors differed from psi

sight vector position test-retest variability scores as

determined by included angle measures (Table II). The

manner in which the Z2 sight vectors deviated was complex

and not predictable from single-channel ABRs.

It was, however, reasonable to expect changes in 3–

CLT's recorded using Z2 electrode configurations because Z2

data were recorded using non-orthogonal electrode pairs

and analyzed using orthogonal analysis axes. We

hypothesize that, if a correction factor were applied to

the Z2 data, which accounted for the actual electrode

placement, the 3–CLT recorded using the Z2 configuration

would be similar to the 3-CLT recorded using orthogonal

recording axes, just as shown when comparing the psi and

chi 3–CLTs in Figure 3.

The findings reported for one animal in Figure 5 and

Tables II and III were supported by the results from all

five tested animals.
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Psi vs. NOl., NO2

In the more complex case, all recording axes were

non-orthogonal, (i.e. none of the axes was perpendicular

to each other). 3–CLT records obtained from control con–

figurations (psi) were compared to 3–CLT records obtained

under non-orthogonal recording conditions (referred to as

NOl and NO2). NOl configuration electrodes were placed in

the following positions: 1) R channel electrodes were

placed above the left eye (+) and behind the right pinna

(-), 2) Q channel electrodes were placed on the left man

dibular angle (+) and superior to the right pinna (-), and

3) S channel electrodes were placed at the vertex (+) and

right mandibular angle (-). Placement of NO2 configura

tion electrodes was identical to NOl configuration place

ment with the exception of the T channel. In this case,

electrodes were placed superior to the left pinna (+) and

immediately below the right pinna (-) (Figure 6). NOl and

NO2 vs. Psi comparisons were made in one cat.

Results similar to those described in the psi vs. Z2

section were observed when all psi data were compared to

data recorded from axes which were completely nC)n-

Orthogonal; twelve planar-segments were still identified.

An example of single-channel ABRs recorded from the psi

configuration (X, Y, Z) and two non-orthogonal configura

tions NOl (Q, R, S) and NO2 (Q, R, T) are shown in Figure 7.
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Single-channel waveforms recorded from each electrode

position differed in both peak amplitude and latency meas

Ul Ye S - However, it was found that planar-segment boun

daries were relatively unaffected by electrode configura

tion. Planar-segments al and b2 were typical of boundary

differences which resulted from recording with orthogonal

Or non-orthogonal recording axes. Vertical cursors

through X, Y, and Z recordings represent al and a2 control

boundaries, while vertical cursors through Q, R, and S

represent al and a2 boundaries for the first nCn

orthogonal case (NOl). Cursors overlaid on trace T indi

cate al and a 2 boundaries for the second non-orthogonal

(NO2). Although large changes in single-channel activity

occur within the confines of planar-segment boundaries,

the boundaries themselves remain relatively unchanged.

Planar-segment d 3 is presented as an example of the

greatest variation that resulted from a change in record

ing configuration.

Planar-segment boundaries, apex-latencies, and dura

tions for psi, NOl and NO2 recording configurations are

compared in Table IV. No range of variability was avail—

able for psi values recorded from this animal; however,

75% of the NOl and NO2 values were within O. l ms of psi

values.
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The 3–CLT waveforms recorded using different non

orthogonal recording axes varied from one another in a

complex manner and were different from CLT's recorded from

psi configurations as was the Z2 case above.

DISCUSSION

The formation of planar-segments in voltage space is

independent of electrode position. It was possible to

record three-channel Lissajous trajectories with full com—

plements of 12 planar-segments in all five of the dif

ferent recording configurations used in this study.

A change of recording axes from psi to chi orienta

tions provided the simplest case for determining whether

planar-segment formation and planar-segment position are

dependent upon the orientation of orthogonal recording

axes. In the psi configuration, the –Y electrode is

placed on the mastoid of the stimulated (right) ear while

the -Z electrode is placed at the throat beneath the oral

cavity. In the chi configuration, the –V electrode is

near the right mandibular angle, away from the potentially

active mastoid region, while the -W electrode is near the

left mandibular angle, away from the midline of the throat

and oral cavity air space. Single-channel ABRs from chi

electrode pairs differed markedly from control (psi)
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recordings (Figure 4). This could prove important for

research and clinical purposes in that planar-segments are

not as vulnerable to changes in electrode position as are

single-channel ABR peaks and valleys. Planar-segment for

mation, apex-latency, duration and position were unaf

fected by rotating or thogonal recording axes. The "near

field" effect of the stimulated ear, and the oral-naso

pharyngeal air spaces only minimally distorted the trajec

tory of responses recorded in three dimensions (Figure 5).

Presently, all clinical application relies on latency

and amplitude values obtained from single-channel ABRs. It

has been demonstrated in this paper (especially by data

presented in Figures 2, 5 and 7) and others (Picton et al.,

l974; Plantz et al., 1974; Terkildsen et al., 1974; Stre letz

et al., 1977; Allen and Starr, 1978; Martin and Moore,

1978; Prasher and Gibson, 1980; Dum et al., 1981; Hashimoto

et al., 1981; Parker, 1981; Szelehberger et al., 1981;

Cohen, 1982; and Starr and Squires 1982) that ABR waveform

shape is determined by the location of scalp electrodes.

Results from this study suggest that all time dependent

(planar-segment boundaries, apex-latency, duration) and

amplitude dependent (3-CLT shape) information is main

tained with orthogonal recording axes, regardless of posi

tion of recording electrodes.
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Furthermore, formation of planar-segments, apex

latency and duration are independent of orthogonality

requirements (Tables I, III, IV). All l2 described

planar-segments remain intact whether recording axes are

orthogonal, partially orthogonal, or completely non

or thogonal. If planar-segments prove to be clinically

useful, any triplet of widespread electrode pairs could be

used to record.

The robustness of 3–CLT planar-segment formation

strongly suggests that planar-segments provide a more

direct representation of generator activity than can be

obtained from analyzing waveforms from any single channel.

Each planar-segment reflects activity from all three con

tributing channels. The fact that segments of points

along the Lissajous trajectory form a plane is not trivial

and indicates a predictable relationship of generator

activity over the duration of the planar-segment. Thus,

the formation of planar-segments may indicate that it is

possible to derive information about the time course and

topography of activity underlying the ABR. The formation

of planar-segments cannot be intuitively predicted by

single-channel X, Y, and Z recordings (Martin et al.,

l 983a).
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Another way in which the 3-CLT can be shown to pro

vide more information is illustrated in Figure 2. In this

case, activity occurring between 3 and 5 ms shows reduced

amplitude in the Y channel, whereas the X and Z channels

both show large positive peaks during this time period.

The reason activity can be present in one or two channels

and not in the other (s) is a consequence of the fact that

ABRs are recorded differentially. In a given channel,

activity at one electrode is subtracted from activity

recorded at the other electrode. The ABR is therefore the

difference in surface potentials between each electrode

pair. Activity which is equal in voltage at both record—

ing electrodes would be canceled, which could be inter

preted in the ABR as an absence of neural activity. This

may occur when a potential is generated by neural pathways

that lie equidistant between recording electrodes, or when

the algebraic sum of all generator activity at the given

electrodes is zero. Therefore, isopotential portions of

single-channel ABRs may not be indicative of an absence or

even a decrease in neural activity They may only indi—

cate a distribution of potentials in an orientation which

a particular electrode pair records as zero. The converse

of this may also be true, that is, an absence of change in

the amplitude of an ABR peak does not mean that a change

in underlying generator activity has not occurred. It

only indicates that the particular electrode configuration
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employed did not record potential changes. Thus, negative

results (i.e., minimal change in ABR waveforms with clini

cal pathology or experimental condition) from any single

channel ABR are non-conclusive. It would appear from

theoretical considerations (Jewett, 1983) that three elec

trode "pairs" is a minimum number in order to be sure to

detect any generator in the volume conductor, but limita

tions of signal to noise may require a larger number. At

present the optimal number is not known.

The 3–CLT also provides all of the time and amplitude

information available in a surface potential mapping study

in one concise form. Mapping studies are not only tedious

to record, but difficult to analyze, interpret and present

data in a usable format (see Plantz et al., 1974; and Starr

and Squires l982). Also, apex-latency and 3-CLT amplitude

in formation may be standardized a C r OSS laboratories

because these aspects of the 3-CLT do not appear to be

dependent on electrode position. Indeed, computerized

objective algorithms can be envisaged to automate measure

ments of planar-segment parameters.

Furthermore, the 3–CLT provides information which can

also improve ABR single-channel analysis techniques. 3–

CLT techniques may be used to identify or predict elec

trode configurations which may increase our ability to
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detect specific pathologies. For example, if a given

pathology affects the lateralization of the 3-CLT, the

best single-channel electrode configuration will be one

which maximizes the effect of the lesion on the potential

(e.g., an ear-to-ear recording configuration). Different

pathologies may require different "optimal" single-channel

electrode positions for early diagnosis.

In conclusion, the 3-CLT of the ABR is robust and

generator dependent rather than electrode position depen

dent. It provides more useful information than any

single-channel ABR and has potential as a clinical and

research tool. Parametric manipulation and lesion experi

ments support this conclusion (Martin et al., 1983c).

SUMMARY

Three-channel Lissajous trajectories (3–CLTs) of the

auditory brain stem response (ABR) were recorded from six

anesthetized adult cats using two different or thogonal and

three different non-orthogonal recording configurations.

Click stimuli were presented monaurally at 70 dB impulse

SPL. Planar—analysis identified 12 planar-segments in all

recording conditions. Planar-segment boundaries, apex—

latencies, and durations were relatively unchanged by

recording axis position in sharp contrast to changes in
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single-channel ABR peak latencies and amplitudes. 3-CLT

shape was maintained in voltage space when changes in

electrode positions were made, provided the recording axes

remained orthogonal. Non-orthogonal recording a Xe S

resulted in 3-CLTs which differed in shape from 3–CLTs

recorded from orthogonal recording axes. These results

indicate that planar-segment formation, boundaries, apex

latencies and duration are generator dependent and elec

trode position independent, and suggest that the 3-CLT can

provide surface potential information in a concise form

which usually requires extensive mapping experiments.
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TABLE LEGEND

Table I

Boundaries, apex-latencies, and durations for

planar-segments recorded from one animal using chi elec

trode placements are compared to the ranges of the same

values recorded from the same animal over a six hour

period using the psi (control) electrode placements. All

chi recorded apex-latencies were within the range of psi

values as were 79 percent of the chi boundary values.

Table II.

Comparison of sight vector positions recorded using

psi (control), chi, and Z2 recording axes. An estimate of

sight vector position variability within one animal is

presented in the first column. The numeric values

represent the smallest and largest included angles

observed between the same sight vectors from sequential

recordings (e.g., al in trial l was compared to al in

trial 2). Four pairs of sequential recordings were com

pared in determining the ranges presented. The large

range in d2 position (47) was recorded during the last

test in the six hour experiment.

Included angles between corrected chi sight vectors

and psi sight vectors are presented for each planar
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segment in the second column. Chi values were corrected

by rotating sight vectors counter-clockwise 45 degrees

(see equations in Methods-Analysis section). Ten of the

included angles between psi and corrected chi sight vec

tors are within the range of psi variability indicating

little change in 3-CLT shape with rotation of orthogonal

recording configurations. All values in the first and

second columns were results from the same animal. The

range of included angles between corrected chi and psi

sight vectors across four animals is presented in the

third column for comparison with the within-animal

results.

Changes in 3–CLT shape as a function of recording

configuration a re indicated in the fourth column.

Included angles between sight vectors from psi (orthogo—

nal) recorded and Z2 (non-orthogonal) recorded data are

presented for comparison with psi sight vector variability

(first column). Data in the first, second, and fourth

columns were recorded from the same cat. Column four

values which exceeded the psi range in column one were

indicative of changes in 3–CLT shape resulting from psi to

Z2 recording axes changes.

Table III.
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Boundaries, apex-latencies, and durations for

planar-segments recorded from one animal using Z2 elec

trode placements are compared to the ranges of the same

values recorded from the same animal over a six hour

period using the psi (control) electrode configuration.

All but one Z2 recorded apex-latency were within the range

of psi values and 91 percent of the Z2 boundary values

were within the range of psi values. This result indi

cates that orthogonal to non-orthogonal recording axes

changes has little effect on these time related elements.

Table IV.

Boundaries, apex-latencies, and durations for

planar-segments recorded from psi (control), NOl, and NO2

recording axes in one animal. Seventy-five percent of all

NOl and NO2 values were within O. l ms of the psi values

supporting results presented in Table III and further

indicating that planar-segment boundaries, apex-latencies,

and duration values are independent of recording axes

Orthogonality.

FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure l

Electrode locations for psi and chi recording confi

gurations. Electrode pairs are orthogonal in relationship
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(i.e., perpendicular to each other). In the psi confi

guration, X electrode locations are bridge of nose (posi

tive) and occiput, Y locations left (positive) and right

mastoids, Z locations Cz (positive) and throat. In the

chi configuration the Y and Z electrode pairs have been

rotated clockwise 45 degrees around the X electrode pair

axis. In their new positions they are called V and W

respectively.

Figure 2

Electrode locations for psi and Z2 recording confi

gurations. In the psi configuration, X electrode loca

tions are bridge of nose (positive) and occiput, Y loca

tions left (positive) and right mastoids, Z locations Cz

(positive) and throat. The Z2 configuration places the

negative Z electrode 3 cm. towards the stimulated (right)

ear .

Figure 3.

Non-orthogonal electrode configuration NOl and NO2.

All electrode pairs are non-orthogonal in relation to each

other, i.e., no two electrode pairs are perpendicular to

each other. The configurations only differ in the S and T

recording pairs.

Figure 4.
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Single-channel ABRs recorded from psi (X,Y,Z) and chi

(X, V, W) electrode configurations (Figure 1). The arrow

head indicates stimulus onset. Note the change in

single-channel wave forms with changes in electrode posi

tion. When Z is rotated to W, the major area changed is

between 1–3 ms. in latency. When Y is changed to V, the

major change occurs between 3–5 ms. latency. Planar

segment boundaries for al, b2, and d2 are indicated by

vertical cursors. Broken cursors indicate psi boundaries

and solid cursors indicate chi boundaries. Planar

segments al and a2 are typical examples and show rela

tively little change in boundaries with change in elec

trode position. Segment d2 is an example of the greatest

change due to changes in orthogonal recording axis posi

tion.

Figure 5.

Comparison of 3–CLT's recorded from psi (X, Y, Z) and

chi (X, V, W) electrode configurations. The chi plot on the

right has been rotated clockwise 45 degrees to correct for

the 45 degree rotation of the Y and Z recording elec

trodes. The positive X axis is coming out of each illus

tration towards the viewer. The open circle near the ori

gin indicates the beginning of the response, and the

arrowheads indicate the direction of the trajectory.

These wave forms were derived from single-channel data
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presented in Figure 4. Note the remarkable similarity in

3-CLT shape compared to the differences present in

single-channel waveforms.

Figure 6

Single-channel ABRs recorded from psi (X,Y,Z) and Z2

electrode configurations. Note the change from a biphasic

Wave I for Z (psi) to a monophasic Wave I for Z2. Arrows

indicate click stimulus. As in Figure 4, planar-segments

al and b2 are presented as typical examples of changes in

boundaries that accompany changes in electrode configura

tion. Segment d 3 is again the most altered by electrode

position. Broken cursors indicate psi boundaries and

solid cursors indicate Z2 boundaries.

Figure 7

Single-channel ABRs recorded from or thogonal psi

(X,Y,Z) and non-orthogonal NOl (Q, R, S) and NO2 (Q, R, T)

configurations. Planar-segments al and b2 are typical

examples of changes in boundaries that accompany changes

in electrode configuration. Segment d 3 is one example of

the greatest change. Solid cursors at the top are psi

planar-segment boundaries, broken cursors (middle) are NOl

planar-segment boundaries, and solid cursors at the bottom

(T only) indicate NO2 planar-segment boundaries. Note the

dependence of single-channel waveform and independence of
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planar-segment boundaries on recording axes position and

orientation.
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CHAPTER 4

THE EFFECTS OF STIMULUS INTENSITY

INTRODUCTION

Three-channel Lissajous trajectory

The three-channel Lissajous trajectory (3-CLT) of the

auditory brain stem response (ABR) has been recorded in

the guinea pig (Williston et al., 1981), cat (Martin et al.,

1983a, b), and man (Pratt et al., 1983). In all three

species, segments of the voltage trajectory had a planar

characteristic. Because of this feature, these distin

guishable segments are called planar-segments. To date,

the majority of research efforts have been directed at the

cat, in which 12 planar-segments are recorded during the

first 10 milliseconds following a 70 dB impulse SPL click

stimulus. Planar-segments were relatively consistent in

number, shape, apex-latency, boundaries, duration and

position in voltage space, both within and across subjects

(Martin et al., 1983a). Planar-segment number, apex

latency, boundaries, and duration appeared to be unaf

fected by large changes in recording electrode configura

tion, in sharp contrast to changes observed in the peaks

and valleys of single-channel ABRs recorded under similar

conditions (Martin et al., 1983b). Thus, planar-segments

75
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appear to be generator dependent, not electrode position

dependent, and therefore offer a more direct means of

evaluating the generator activity of the ABR.

Effects of Stimulus Intensity on the ABR

One of the most useful characteristics of the

single-channel ABR has been that it allows for an evalua

tion of the integrity of the auditory pathway in a non

invasive manner. Knowledge of the approximate neural gen

erators combined with simple parametric manipulations has

increased both clinical and research capabilities. The

recording of ABRs at different stimulus intensities is one

of the primary strategies of evaluating auditory system

status (Galambos and Hecox, 1977). The effect of stimulus

intensity on the ABR was reported in early publications

describing the response (Jewett et al., 1970; Jewett and

Romano, l072). One basic observation has been that

latency decreases and amplitude increases as stimulus

intensity is increased. This has been confirmed by a

number of investigators (Lev and Sohmer, 1972; Leiberman

et al., 1973; Sohmer and Feinmesser, 1973; Terkildsen et

al, l074; Hecox and Galambos, l974; Picton et al., 1974;

Schulman-Galambos and Galambos, 1975; Starr and Achor,

1975; Pratt and Sohmer, l976; Starr et al., 1977; Don et

al, l077; Allen and Starr, 1978; Stockard et al., 1978;

Mair et al., 1978; Huang and Buchwald, 1978; Rowe, 1978;
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and Stockard et al., 1979) and by countless practitioners.

Most published studies reported that the first five waves

(in the human) vary in latency and amplitude, proportional

to the stimulus intensity. Stockard et al (1979), how

ever, reported that Wave I latency was more affected by

stimulus intensity than was the latency of other waves.

This does not agree with previous studies (Jewett et al.,

l970; Jewett and Romano, 1972; Starr and Achor, 1975).

They also suggested that interpeak latency changes as a

result of varying stimulus intensity, reflecting changes

in the neuronal population active in the auditory nerve at

different stimulus levels.

The purposes of this study were to determine the

changes in the 3-CLT of the cat resulting from systematic

variation of stimulus intensity and to thereby establish a

basis upon which to further understand the relationships

between recorded planar-segments and the generators of the

ABR.

METHODS

Experimental Conditions

The four adult cats used in this were the same as

described in our previous reports (Martin et al., 1983a,

b). All experimental conditions, including anesthesia,
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recording parameters, and electrode positions have been

earlier described in detail (Martin et al., 1983a).

Intensity Series

Computer generated 100 microsecond square waves were

fed to an electrically shielded headphone (Stax model

SR84) and presented monaurally via a plastic earbar at

rates of 10/sec. The acoustic signal was calibrated using

a sound-level meter (B&K model 2209) equipped with a 1/2"

condenser microphone coupled directly to the output end of

the plastic earlbar. All stimulus intensities are reported

in decibels of impulse sound pressure level (dB impulse

SPL). Stimulus level was regulated with a Hewlett Packard

attenuator (model 350-D for dB volts). The time/pressure

wave form of a 70dB acoustic click is shown in Figure 1.

Fast Fourier transformation of this waveform indicated

primary energy peaks at 3 and 5 kHz with a smaller peak

between ll and 15 kHz and is shown in Figure 2. The

higher frequency peak is about 24 dB down from the 5 kHz

peak amplitude. A large low frequency component is seen

on the FFT. It may be due to the type of FFT sampling

window used (rectangular) and/or to the low frequency

ringing from 2 to 6 milliseconds after the stimulus onset

which was included in the FFT sample and is probably due

to the resonance characteristics of the plastic earbar.

ABRs were recorded from X, Y, and Z channels using stimuli
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from threshold to 70dB impulse SPL. The number of sweeps

acquired for a single-channel average was increased at

lower stimulus intensities to improve the signal-to-noise

ratio of the response. At stimulus intensities above

30dB, 500 sweeps were averaged. At lower intensities, from

4000 to 25,000 sweeps were averaged.

Analysis

The X, Y, and Z channel data recorded at each

stimulus intensity were interpreted using planar analysis

as described by Martin et al., (1983a). Planar segments

were evaluated at each stimulus level in terms of number

of distinguishable segments, shapes, apex-latencies, boun

daries, durations, and positions in voltage space. For a

description of the analysis method and terminology defini

tions, see Martin et al., (1983a).

RESULTS

Intensity Series

Single-channel ABRs recorded from the X, Y, and Z

electrode configurations systematically changed with

changes of stimulus level. As intensity was decreased the

number and amplitude of grossly visible positive peaks

decreased and the peak latencies increased as previously

reported in cats (Jewett, 1970; Jewett and Romano, 1972).
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Also, the inter-peak latencies appeared to remain constant

across the range of stimulus levels tested. Representa

tive X, Y, and Z configuration single-channel waveforms

from one cat are shown as a function of stimulus intensity

in Figures 3a, b, and c. Note the decrease in latency and

increase in amplitude as the stimulus level was raised.

Three-channel Lissajous trajectories (3–CLTs) were

formed when X, Y, and Z single-channel ABRs recorded at

each intensity were combined and plotted in three

dimensional voltage space. Planar-segments were identi

fied in the 3-CLT's recorded at all stimulus levels. How

ever, the numbers, shapes, apex-latencies, durations and

positions of the planar-segments were dependent upon the

intensities of stimuli presented.

Number of Planar-segments vs. Stimulus Level

Near ABR threshold (in most cats between 10 and 206B

impulse SPL) four discrete planar-segments could be iden—

tified. They have been labeled 'a', 'b', 'c' and 'd''.

The X, Y, and Z single-channel ABRs recorded at lod B

impulse SPL as well as their planar-segment boundaries,

are illustrated in Figure 4. There was an overlap of boun

daries for all four planar-segments. The single-channel

waveforms recorded near threshold typically showed at most

three gross positive peaks, however four discrete planar
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segments could be defined using planar analysis.

As stimulus level was increased, the initial four

planar-segments differentiated into a progressively

greater number of "descendant" planar-segments. Typically

there were 5 to 7 planar-segments at 206B SL (i.e., 206B

above the level at which no ABR could be recorded within

the experimental conditions), 8 to 9 at 30dB SL, and 9 to

the maximum of 12 from 40 to 70dB SL. In some cases, as

the stimulus level was increased, data points which formed

two planar-segments at one intensity formed a single

planar-segment at a higher intensity. As the stimulus

level was further increased, the data points again divided

into two planar-segments. An example of this is shown in

Figure 5b. At 30dB, c4 and d1 exist independently and

Have an included angle between them of 68 degrees (Figure

6). C4 and di combine at 40 and 50dB to form one planar

segment and divide in two again at 60 and 70dB. In this

particular animal, d3 and d4 also combined at 606B (only)

to form a combination planar-segment. This variability

was consistent with the type reported both within and

across animals at 70dB (Martin et al., 1983a), but did not

occur in the in the results from the other three subjects

used in this study.

The included angles between adjacent planar-segments

at each stimulus intensity are presented in Figure 6. All
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but four of the include angle values presented exceed the

test-retest included angle range for the individual sight

vectors at 50dB presented at the bottom of the figure.

This range was the maximum position difference between any

two of three sight vectors for a given planar-segment

which were recorded over a two hour period. That the

included angles between adjacent sight vectors typically

exceeds the range of variability for the individual sight

vectors suggests that the adjacent planar-segments lie in

different planes.

Changes in the number of planar-segments with

parametric manipulation was also observed in a preliminary

study using high-pass masking to obtain derived narrow

bands of response (after Don and Eggermont, 1978). The

derived narrow-band 3–CLTs recorded from the cat using a

50dB impulse SPL click and a white-noise masker high-pass

filtered at 96dB/octave varied in complexity as a function

of the frequency of the derived band. While all 12

planar-segments could be identified in some narrow-band

3-CLT's, as few as four planar-segments were found in oth—

e Y S =

Planar-segment Shape vs. Stimulus Level

Planar-segment shape also depended upon stimulus

level. Examples of the "broadside" views of all planar
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segments recorded at all stimulus intensities from one

animal are shown in Figures 5a and b just as with the

single-channel ABRs in Figures 3a, b, and c. All planar

segments increased in size as the stimulus intensity was

increased (note the change in scale factor at the right

side of the figure). Qualitatively, the size of each

planar-segment increased most rapidly from 10 to 30dB

impulse SPL. Above 30dB, the proportional increases in

size as a function of intensity were more gradual. This

animal was chosen as the example because it was typical of

the shapes observed in all of the subjects and because it

was the least contaminated by noise at the lower intensi

ties.

Group 'a'

Planar-segment 'a' (Figure 5a) typically demonstrated

a hairpin shape which doubled in size and changed in cur

vature between 10 and 30dB. The data points which would

make up planar-segment a (determined by tracing 'a

boundaries from lower intensities), formed two In ew

planar-segments, al and a2, at 40dB. Both al and a 2 had a

unique shape which differed from its ancestor. From 40 to

70dB, there were only slight variations in the curvature

of al and a 2.

Group 'b'
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There was little change in the curvature of planar

segment 'b' at lod B and 206B. At 30dB, 'b' changed shape,

there resembling segment b2 recorded at higher stimulus

levels. As in the 'a' group, data points formed two new

planar-segments at 40dB. Bl and b2 shapes were similar

from 40 to 7 Od B.

Group 'c

At 10dB, planar-segment 'c' had apices and landmarks

which could be traced to equivalent landmarks on planar

segments (cl, c2, c3) and c4 at higher stimulus levels

(Figure 7a). At 203 B, the apices on planar-segment

(cl, c2, c3) became more pronounced and c4 formed an

independent planar-segment. Cl, c2, c3 and c4 each formed

an independent planar-segment at 30dB, and their basic

shapes were relatively unchanged as stimulus intensity was

increased to 70dB compared to lower intensities. At 40

and 50dB, c4 and d1 combined to form a single planar

segment, but the data points from c4 (shorter in post

stimulus latency) which contributed to the c4, dl combina

tion segment approximated the curvature of their c4 ances

tors and descendants.

Group 'd'

The lodB 'd' planar-segment was a complex ellipti

cally shaped curve with apices and landmarks which could
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be traced to equivalent components on descendant planar

segments dl, d2, d3, and d4 (Figure 7b). At 206B, d1 and

d4 formed independent planar-segments while d2 and d 3

remained combined (as a (d2, d3) complex). The shape of

(d2, d3) remained constant from 20 to 40dB. Dl changed

markedly in shape at 30dB, forming a hairpin turn which

was seen up to 70dB. D4 was unidentifiable at 30dB, but

reappeared in various shapes from 40 to 70dB. D4 was also

not identified at 30dB in one other subject. At 50dB,

d2, d3 divided into d2, which resembled its ancestors and

descendants; and d9, which varied somewhat in shape up to

7 Od B.

Summary

In general, by about 40dB each planar-segment

acquired its "high intensity" shape, which was approxi

mately maintained as stimulus level was increased. The

most dramatic curvature changes occurred below 40dB. How—

ever, in some planar-segments, particular shape patterns

indicative of apices were preserved from 10 to 70dB (Fig

ures 7a, 7b). The preservation of curvature characteris–

tics (e.g., apices) was more profound in groups 'c' and
'd' than in 'a' and 'b'.

Apex-latency vs. Stimulus Level
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Apices which could be easily traced from 10 to 70dB

were measured. They revealed a progressive decrease in

apex-latency as stimulus level was increased (Table I).

The net change over the 606B range was approximately 1

millisecond, which is comparable to the changes in

single-channel peak latencies as illustrated in Figures

3a, b, and c over the same intensity range. The relative

time between apices changes relatively little. For exam—

ple, the inter-apex latencies between cl and d2 at 10, 40,

and 70dB are l. 9, 1.9, and l. 8 milliseconds respectively.

Apex-latencies and boundaries for all planar-segments

recorded from one animal at all stimulus intensities are

listed in Table II. Across subjects, the boundaries and

apex-latencies varied depending on the number of planar

segments identified at any given stimulus intensity.

Planar-segment. Duration vs. Stimulus Level

An example of planar-segment duration as a function

of stimulus level for one representative animal is shown

in Figure 8. The durations of individual planar-segments

as well as planar-segment To determine the duration of a

'group', the duration was measured from the first data

point of the first planar-segment in the group to the last

point of the last planar-segment in the group. It is

important to note that the duration of a group was not the

same as the sum of the durations of all planar-segments
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within that group. Since planar-segment boundaries over

lap, the group duration is always less than the summed

duration. As stimulus intensity was increased, the ini

tial four planar-segments were divided into smaller sub

segments, each of which had shorter duration, but which

were also planar. Although there was a slight trend toward

duration reduction, the combined durations of groups of

descendant planar-segments were similar to those of their

original ancestors. There was an occasional overlap

between groups as stimulus level was increased (e.g. the

(c4, d.l.), complex) which made it difficult to follow group

duration changes across all stimulus intensities. An

example of this maintenance of duration phenomenon across

stimulus intensities is demonstrated by planar-segment at

lodB while the combined duration for the 'c group'

(including cl, c2, c3, and c4) at 70dB is also l. 3 mil

liseconds.

The nomenclature used in this study (as well as Mar

tin et al., 1983a and b) is based primarily based on the

grouping of planar-segments relative to their lower inten–

sity ancestors. Groupings of planar-segments at higher

intensities was done by first determining the boundaries

Of the four planar-segments at the lowest possible

stimulus level in all subjects. As stimulus intensity was

increased, the boundaries were decreased in latency an
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appropriate amount which was determined by apex-latency

shift and by single-channel peak latency shift. Planar

segments which fell within the adjusted boundaries were

considered members of that group. This method proved to

be consistent across all four animals and was supported by

the maintenance of shape characteristics found in high

intensity planar-segments which could be traced to the

same characteristics in the near threshold ancestors.

Planar-segment Position vs. Stimulus Level

An example of sight vector azimuth and elevation

values from one animal recorded over the 600 B range of

stimulus intensities is presented in Figure 9. Also the

variability in sight vector position at stimulus intensi

ties of 10, 20, 40, and 70dB is shown in table III. The

variability was estimated by calculating the range of

across animal included angles for each sight vector. The

included angles were measured comparing responses from

three animals. The results suggest that planar-segment

with shorter latencies (which are in groups 'a' or 'b')

decrease in variability as the stimulus level is raised,

but the later groups tend to vary more at higher stimulus

levels when compared to lower. When compared to the

within animal test-retest range at 50dB presented at the

bottom of Figures 6, 10, ll, and 12, the values in Table

III may appear unusually large. Two factors which may
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contribute to this difference are; first, that the across

animal sight vector variability is generally twice that of

the within animal (Martin et al., 1983a) and second, at

stimulus intensities below 40dB planar-segments change in

position and in number over a relatively small range of

stimulus intensities. Unless subjects are perfectly

matched for equal sensation level, it is possible that the

variability may be a result of small intensity differences

which affect planar-segment number and position.

As stimulus level was increased, the positions of

planar-segment sight vectors varied in a complex manner.

To illustrate these changes a series of intensity/position

trees is presented (Figures 10, ll and 12).

Position Changes re Intensities

Included angles (see Martin et al., 1983a) between

planar-segment sight vectors at successive 10dB stimulus

increments from one cat are presented in Figure 10. Each

sight vector is compared to the sight vector (s) at 10dB

above and below its own stimulus level. Therefore, the

included angle value indicates the amount of sight vector

position change (in degrees) for a 10dB change in stimulus

level. For comparison, the ranges of test-retest varia–

bility for all planar-segments within the same animal are

presented. The stimulus intensity was 50dB. Under lined
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values in Figure lo emphasize included angles which were

less than or equal to the test-retest variability for that

particular sight vector. This was determined by calculat

ing the maximal included angle between any two of three

sight vectors corresponding to the same planar-segment

which were recorded over a two hour period. The stimulus

intensity at which variability was determined was 50dB.

This variability standard was used for evaluating all

position change comparisons.

Group 'a'

Sight vector 'a' may have changed position between 10

and 203 B, but due to the high variability indicated for

that planar-segment at that intensity (Table III) subtle

changes cannot be detected with certainty. Little change

in position was recorded between 20 and 30dB. Between 30

and 40dB, 'a' differentiated in to al and a2, each of which

differed in position from its parent segment. Sight vec

tors a 1 and a 2 remained in approximately the same posi

tions for successive intensities from 40 to 70dB, a range

over which there was less shape change.

Group 'b'

No change in the position of sight vector 'b' was

observed between 10 and 206 B. Between 20 and 30dB as well

as 30 and 40dB, position changes were recorded. At 40dB,
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planar-segment 'b' divided into bl and b2 whose sight vec

tor positions remained unchanged for successive intensi

ties from 40 to 70dB (as in group 'a').

Group 'c

Between lo and 206 B, planar-segment position of sight

vector (cl, c2, c3) was unchanged while c4 was changed

dramatically, when compared to test-retest variability

values. During the next intensity decade, cl, c2, and c3

formed independent planar-segments. In this transition,

there was a large sight vector position change for cl, and

little change for c2 and C3. Like cl, sight vector c4 was

also not changed in position by the lodB increase. Addi

tional sequential 10dB increases in stimulus intensity

failed to significantly alter the positions or shapes of

sight vectors cl, c.2, c3 or cé.

Group ' d'

Between 10 and 206 B, planar-segment ' d' differen

tiated into dl, (d2, d3) and d4, of which only sight vector

(d2, d3) remained constant in position. No change in sight

vector position was observed for d1 and (d2, d3) between 20

and 30dB. Segment d4 was not identified at 30dB. At

40dB., d.l combined with c4 to form a combination planar

segment with a new sight vector position, while d2, d3 was

again unchanged compared to its ancestor. Between 40 and
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50dB, sight vector c4, d.l did not change in position. At

50dB, (d2, d3) divided into a separate d2 in the same posi

tion, and a separate d2 in a new position. Sight vector

d4 also shifted in position by increments in stimulus

intensity from 40 to 50dB. From 50-60.d.B, the positions of

dl, d2, and d 3 did not change. At 603 B, d3 and d4 formed

a combination planar-segment which was similar in position

to its d3 ancestor but different in position to its d4

ancestor. Between the highest intensities tested (60 to

70dB), there was only a small change in the positions of

dl, d2, and d3, and a slight change in the d4 position as

the (d.3, d4) combination again divided into two discrete

planes.

Summary

Two observations were made from examining position

changes at sequential lodP intensity levels. First, with

the exception of sight vectors d2 and d4 between 40 and

50dB, a 10dB intensity difference at or above 40dB

resulted in little or no change in sight vector position

in any component. However, below 40dB, the same increment

of intensity change resulted in an increased number of

sight vectors which changed position. Therefore, somewhere

between 30 and 40dB stimulus level appeared to mark a

transition range for sight vector position. At roughly

40dB, sight vectors appeared to reach a stable "high
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intensity" position.

Second, some sight vectors appeared to remain rela

tively unchanged in position from 10dB to 70dB, at least

when measured in 10dB increments. An example is the pro

gression of planar-segment 'c' to (cl, c.2, c3) to c2. The

maximal change in sight vector position is only 12 degrees

between (c1, c.2, c3) at 206B and c3 at 30dB. Another exam

ple was that of ' d' to (d2, d3) to d2. In this case the

maximal sequential sight vector position change was l?

degrees (between 60 and 70dB). Therefore, some sight vec

tor positions appear to be little affected by stimulus

level.

To evaluate these two observations more thoroughly,

changes in sight vector position resulting from changes in

stimulus level were considered in two other ways. The

possible presence of a 40dB stimulus level turning point

was evaluated by comparing the position of all sight vec

tors at all stimulus levels with the equivalent sight vec

tor at 40dB. The possibility that some sight vectors do

not change position with increased stimulus level was

evaluated by comparing all sight vector positions at

higher stimulus levels with the position of their 10dB

a nGestors .

Position Changes re 40dB Position
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Included angles between sight vectors at each

stimulus level and the equivalent sight vector at 40dB are

presented in Figure ll. The included angle indicates the

amount of position change for a given sight vector as the

stimulus level is raised above or lowered below 40dB.

Group 'a

Sight vector 'a' recorded at 10, 20, or 30dB was in a

position which differed from either al or a 2 recorded at

40dB. However, sight Vector S from planar-segments

recorded from 50 to 70dB were in positions similar to

those of their 40dB ancestors. These observations paral

lel shape changes within the same group.

Group 'b'

The 'b' group revealed the same trend. Ancestors to

the 40dB bland b2 sight vectors were in different loca

tions while descendants from 50 to 70dB were unchanged in

position. Also, as in group a', position and shape

changes were parallel.

Group 'c'

Sight vector 'c' at 10dB differed in position

markedly from sight vectors cl and c4 at 40dB. However,

there was little or no change in position when comparing

'c' at 10dB to c2 or c3 at 40dB. Two planar-segments were
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present in the 'c' group at 206B. The 200 B (cl, c.2, c3)

sight vector differed in position from the cl sight vector

at 40dB, but did not greatly differ from the 40dB c2 or c3

sight vectors. C4 at 206B was in a similar position to

its 40dB counter part, but was less similar at 30dB. This

was in part because c4 and di combined at 40dB to form a

combination (c4, d.l.) planar-segment. Sight vectors cl, c.2,

and c3 at 30, 50, 60, and 70dB remained in similar posi

tions to their counterparts at 40dB, with the one possible

exception of the location c2 at 70dB. Above 40dB, c4 also

remained in the same position as its 40dB ancestor from 50

to 7 Od B.

Group 'd'

Sight vector 'd' at lod B was similar in position to

dl and (d2, d3) at 40dB but different in position from d4

at 40dB. When dl, (d2, d3) and d4 at 206B were compared to

their 40dB counterparts, only (d2, d3) was unchanged in

position. The same was true at 30dB for d1 and (d2, d3),

but d4 was unidentified and therefore not evaluated. As

the stimulus intensity was increased, position changes

relative to the 40dB sight vectors continued to be com—

plex. Planar-segments cq and d l combined to form a combi—

nation planar-segment at 40dB whose sight vector remained

unchanged in position at 50dB. Planar-segment (d2, d3)

differentiated into separate segments d2 and d 3 at 50dB.
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The 50dB d2 sight vector was unchanged in position from

its parent, while the 50dB d3 deviated from its 40dB coun

terpart. At 603 B, c4 and di were again independent

planar-segments with sight vectors similar in position to

the 40dB values. However, planar-segments d3 and d4

formed a combination planar-segment whose sight vector

differed from that of either of its 40dB ancestors. Sight

vectors di and d4 at 70dB were different than their 40dB

ancestors, but 70dB d2 and d2 were only slightly changed

in position compared to their 40dB ancestors.

Summary

Comparing sight vectors recorded at 40dB with those

recorded at lower intensities revealed relative position

changes in all but c2, c3, and (d2, d3). Comparing 40dB

sight vectors with their higher intensity descendants

showed that most of them do not change in position above

40dB. Exceptions include c2 and d1 at 70dB and d3 and d4

at 600 B. In general, many sight vectors attain a rela

tively stable "high intensity" position at 40dB. It is

interesting to note that several sight vectors (specifi

cally c2, c3, (d2, d3) and its descendant d2), remain in

about the same position at all stimulus levels. This is

further illustrated in the next section.

Position Changes re 10dB
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Sight vector positions at each stimulus level were
compared with those at lod B to determine the cumulative

change in position as a function of stimulus intensity.

The included angles between each sight vector at a given

intensity and the counterpart sight vector at 10dB were

calculated and are presented in Figure l?.

Group 'a

All descendant sight vectors recorded at intensities

from 20 to 70dB differed in position with that recorded at

lOdB.

Group 'b'

In the 'b' group, increasing the stimulus intensity

from 10 to 206B did not result in a sight vector position

change. However a position change was observed when sight

vectors recorded at all higher intensities were compared

to those recorded at lod B.

Group 'c'

'c' divided into two indiviAt 206B, planar-segment

dual segments, (cl, c2, c3) and c4. C4 sight vectors at

intensities 20 to 70dB differed in position from their

ancestor same position as its 10dB ancestor. At 30dB,

planar-segment (cl, c2, c3) differentiated into three sub

segments (cl, c2, and c3). Sight vector cl differed
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markedly from 'c' at lodB at intensities from 30 to 70dB.

Sight vector positions for c2 and c3 were similar to the

10dB 'c' position at intensities from 20 to 606B. At

70dB, the c2 and c3 sight vectors differed in position

from the lodB 'c' position, but not greatly.

Group 'd'

Planar-segment ' d' formed a single plane at 10dB. At

206B, ' d' was divided into dl, (d2, d3) and d4. Sight vec

tors of planar-segments d l and d4 changed in position

relative to their lod B ancestor 'd' sight vector as

stimulus level was increased, while sight vector (d2, d3)

did not. At 40dB., (d2, d3) formed separate d2 and d2 seg

ments. Between 40 and 603 B, 'd2" was similar in position

to its 10dB ancestor, but by 70dB d2 had changed its rela

tive position. Sight vector d2 only marginally changed

position compared to ' d' from 40 to 70dB.

Summary

In general, planar-segments changed position as a

function of stimulus level. There were, however, four

exceptions. Sight vectors of planar-segments c2, c3, d2,

and d2 changed relatively little in position as stimulus

levels were increased from 10dB to 600 B. At 70dB, only d3

was unchanged relative to 10dB.
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CONCLUSIONS

Number of Planar-segments

Increasing the stimulus intensity increased the com

plexity of the 3-CLT in the cat. One index used to esti

mate the complexity of the 3-CLT wave form is the number of

planar-segments at any given stimulus level

Near threshold, there appeared to be four sequential

planar-segments of discrete duration and time locked to

the stimulus. As the stimulus level is increased, these

initial four components progressively differentiated into

a total of l.2 planar-segments. These changes may well be

consistent manifestations of progressive changes in the

behavior of auditory system neurons that are time-lock

activated by clicks. The interesting fact is that these

modifications result in sub-units of sequential activity

which is also planar in voltage space.

The increase in planar-segment number could in part

be due to the increased spread of activation along the

basilar membrane as a function of increasing stimulus

intensity. Certainly this increase in spread results in

factors which could affect planar-segment formation. As

stimulus level is increased, the size of the active fiber

population is also increased (Pfeiffer and Kim, 1974).

These additional fibers are from different best-frequency
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regions of the cochlea (Eggermont, 1976). Because the

auditory system is tonotopically arranged, a change in

stimulus intensity results in a change in the spatial dis

tribution of the active fibers. Due to the traveling wave

time, a phase shift in the time during which those fibers

are active (Yoshie, l076) also occurs as stimulus level is

varied. Theoretically, the position of a plane in voltage

space can be influenced by the spatial orientation of its

neural generators, or the phase relationship in activity

between them (Jewett, 1983). The above mentioned cochlear

processes could fulfill both of these requirements as

stimulus level is increased. Tonotopicity could induce

spatial changes in the generators while traveling wave

time could induce the necessary relative phase shift. The

observation that the number of planar-segments reaches its

maximum around 40dB suggests that these processes plateau

at that level.

It is interesting to note that single-channel ABRs

recorded with use of near-threshold stimuli show a maximum

of only three easily identifiable peaks (Figures 3a, b, c,

and 4). The latencies of these peaks is dependent upon the

recording electrode positions. However, at 10dB, the 3–

CLT has four constant planar segments which can be identi

fied and used for evaluation of the auditory system. This

becomes important in clinical situations where wave V is
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delayed at low stimulus levels and wave I is absent in the

single-channel ABR. In these cases, electrocochleography

(ECochg) must be performed to determine if the wave V

shift is due to cochlear dysfunction or due to an

increased central conduction time indicative of brain stem

lesions (Starr and Hamilton, 1976). Misdiagnosis of this

type can lead to over estimation of the conductive com

ponent of an impairment. The presence of short (1-2ms) and

longer latency (3–6ms) planar-segments at low stimulus

intensities provides additional information unavailable in

a single-channel ABR.

Shape

Broadside views of planar-segments revealed changes

in shape as a function of stimulus level. These changes

were of two types; first the curvature of the segment and

second, the size.

Changes in curvature are qualitatively demonstrated

in Figures 5a, 5b, 7a and 7b. One cause of curvature

changes is the fact that planar-segments differentiate

into sub-segments at higher stimulus levels. This results

in descendant planar-segments each having their own shape,

but retaining some characteristics of their ancestor. The

apex of some planar-segments can be traced to inflections

on planar segments at 10dB (Figures 7a and b) . This indi
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cates that some aspect of the generator activity near

threshold is maintained in the three-dimensional waveform

over a 600 B stimulus range. Curvature changes which are

not due to planar-segment differentiation probably reflect

the same processes which were suggested to affect planar

segment number, namely generator orientation and phase. In

vector cardiography, changes in the shape of the VCG loop

have proven to be the most useful index of cardiopathology

(Wartak, l 970). The majority of planar-segments do not

change in curvature at or above 40dB, supporting the

hypothesis that the factors which determine planar

segments change and stabilize at about that level.

Size changes probably reflect the size of the neural

population active at any given stimulus level. As stimulus

level is raised above 40dB, the rate of size change dimin

ishes. This suggests that the rate of adding active fibers

also decreases above 40dB. Planar-segment size reflects

the same processes underlying single-channel peak ampli

tude and therefore has the potential to be applied clini

cally. The advantage of using planar-segment size over

peak amplitude is that an additional two dimensions of

voltage distribution are considered in the planar-segment

which could be more sensitive to amplitude variations in

directions perpendicular to a single-channel electrode

pair (Martin et al., 1983b).
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Apex-latency

The apex-latencies of planar-segments are three

dimensional indicators of the same physiologic processes

underlying single-channel peak latency. The advantage of

apex-latencies over peak latency is that the apex of a

planar-segment is that the apex of a planar-segment is

determined by three channels of voltage information and is

relatively independent of electrode placement, therefore

providing a direct information about the time course of

generator activity than any single-channel ABR (Martin et

al, l 983b). Several apices can be identified on planar

segments at 10dB and tracked as stimulus level is

increased (Table I). The similarity in the net changes of

apex-latencies over a 600 B intensity range in Table I,

indicates that apex-latency changes reflect cochlear

mechanisms. Apex-latency did not decrease at the same rate

as stimulus level was increased. At higher levels, the

rate of apex—latency change diminished supporting the

hypothesis of cochlear process saturation at high stimulus

intensities.

Duration

The duration of the initial four planar-segments is

maintained by the boundaries of their descendants as

stimulus level is increased (Figure 8). There is a slight
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decrease in duration of "groups" 'a', 'b' and 'd' which is

reasonably expected in view of increased synchrony of

neural activity as a function of increasing stimulus level

(Antoli–Candela and Kiang, l'978). However, this does not

account for the increase in traveling wave time at higher

stimulus levels which could possibly increase the duration

of a planar event (Pfeiffer and Kim, 1974). The mainte

nance of "group" duration over a 60dB range suggests a

cochlear process which is independent of stimulus level,

or a delicate balance between the increasing synchrony of

neural firing and the traveling wave time.

Sight Vector Position

The three primary observations concerning planar

segment position vs. stimulus were that ; ( 1. ) the major

ity of planar-segments change position as a function of

stimulus level, ( 2.) that change occurs mainly at

stimulus intensities less than 40dB, and ( 3.) some

planar-segment positions do not change as a function of

stimulus level. That planar-segments change position as a

function of stimulus level is not surprising in light of

the theoretical basis for planar-segment position

(Jewett, 1983) and the changes in population size, phase

relation, and orientation of the generators previously

discussed (Pfeiffer and Kim, l 974; Eggermont, l076; and

Yoshie, 1976). The relative invariance in sight vector
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position above 30dB is consistent with the other findings

of this study and may be a result of two different

processes. Both processes are based on a three-phase

response pattern of the compound action potential (CAP) a

stimulus level is increased. At low intensities (0-45dB

HL), fibers which are sensitive to low level stimuli (L

population) are the sole contributors to the CAP. AT high

stimulus intensities (60-100dB HL) fibers which are insen

sitive to low level stimuli are activated (H population).

At stimulus levels between 45 and 65d B HL, a transition

period occurs during which the H activity is added to the

L activity (Yoshie, 1976). Yoshie (1976) presents two

hypotheses to account for this phenomenon which can be

related to our position findings.

The first hypothesis proposes that at high stimulus

intensities, high frequency fibers in the region above

4,000 Hz are fired synchronously and contribute to the H

component of the response. At lower stimulus levels the

primary region of activation is more apically located,

between 1,500 and 4,000 Hz, and forms the L component.

Therefore, intensity information is coded in frequency

distribution along the basilar membrane. This could result

in changes in sight vector position because as intensity

is increased a new population of fibers having a new tono

topic distribution is being added to a lower intensity
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population which has a different tonotopic distribution.

Also, as the high frequency fibers are added, there is a

time differential between when the stimulus activates the

high frequency and low frequency fibers. Once both popula

tions are excited the spatial orientation, and phase rela

tionship of the generators would be established, resulting

in less changes in sight vector position with further

increase in stimulus level.

The second hypothesis proposes that there are two

populations of sensory units which are differentially sen

sitive to stimulus intensity at the same region of the

basilar membrane. This corresponds to the results seen in

studies on the responses of inner and outer hair cells. In

this condition, the outer hair cells would represent the L

population and the inner hair cells the H group. Applied

to changes in sight vector position, the inner and outer

hair cell fibers would be activated simultaneously and

have similar tonotopic distribution. Therefore, if the H

and L populations were inner and outer hair cells, we

would not expect changes in sight vector position as a

function of stimulus level.

General Summary

Planar-segments provide stimulus related information

about neural generator activity of the ABR in two
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categories. First, dynamic information, resulting from

changes in generator activity, and reflected in changes in

planar-segment number, shape, apex-latency and position in

voltage space. In all cases, these intensity related

changes stabilize near 40dB impulse SPL providing both low

and high stimulus level information defined by a rela

tively narrow transition level. Dynamic information may

be clinically useful for determining subtle changes in

auditory processing, since most of the changes which are

observed can be based in cochlear and neural processes

involving tonotopicity, phase relation, and synchrony of

firing. These processes interact over a range of stimulus

levels in a predictable manner. Either excessive or

insufficient changes in planar-segment indices at a given

intensity could be used as indicators of pathology.

The second category is invariant information, result

ing from generator activity which is either stable or at a

delicate state of equilibrium across stimulus levels.

Invariant information is reflected in an absence of change

in inter-apex latency and duration, as well as shape and

sight vector position for some planar-segments. This type

of information could be useful in detecting gross abnor

malities such as morphological alterations or changes in

Conduction velocities. Both dynamic and invariant charac

teristics of planar-segments are generator dependent, and
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not electrode position dependent (Martin et al., 1983b),

thus increasing their utility in a clinical setting.
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TABLE LEGENDS

Table I

An example of planar-segment apex-latency VS -

stimulus level from one animal. Apices which were identi

fied at 10dB and could be traced at each increasing

stimulus level were measured for their post-stimulus level

were measured for their post-stimulus latency. In cases

where one planar- segment had multiple apices, each apex

was measured and noted by an asterisk. The net change is

the time difference, in milliseconds, between the latency

of a given apex at 10dB and the latency of that same apex

at 7 Od B.

Table I
-

An example of the planar-segment boundaries and

apex-latencies of each planar-segment at each stimulus

intensity from one cat.

Table III

The range in sight vector position variability across

three subjects at 10, 20, 40 and 70dB. The range of vari

ability in sight vector position is estimated by calculat

ing the included angles between each pair of sight vectors

for the same planar-segment from each of three different

Cats. The maximum and minimum included angles are
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presented.

FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure l

The time/pressure waveform of a 100 microsecond click

transduced by an electrically shielded Stax SR84 headphone

coupled to a plastic ear bar.

Figure 2

Fast fourier transform using a rectangular window of

the stimulus waveform presented in Figure l.

Figure 3a

X single-channel ABRs recorded using stimuli ranging

from 10 to 70dB in intensity. The arrowhead indicates the

stimulus onset. The 10 and 206B waveforms have been mul—

tiplied by a factor of five. Note that at 10dB (average of

25,000 sweeps) two positive peaks are easily identified.

However small inflections can be seen at 10dB which, when

traced to higher intensities, form distinct peaks.

Figure 3b

Same as 3a, but for Y channel.

Figure 3c.
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Same as 3a, but for Z channel.

Figure 4

Single-channel X, Y, and Z wave forms recorded at lodB

& with planar-segment boundaries. The stimulus onset was

at the first point (far left) of each trace. Note that

the planar-segment boundaries overlap and do not

correspond to the peaks or valleys of any of the single

channel waveforms.

Figure 5a

Planar-segment shape as a function of stimulus level.

The broadside view of planar-segments a" and 'b' and

their higher intensity descendents are illustrated. At

40dB, the data points which contribute to 'a' and 'b'

divide into two separate planar-segments, each with its

own shape and position in voltage space (see Figures 9 and

10). The multiplication factor indicates that the

waveform has been magnified the indicated number of times

before plotting. Note the relative invariance in planar

segment curvature and size at and above 40dB compared to

lower stimulus levels.

Figure 5b.

Shape as a function of stimulus level for 'c' and ' d'

planar-segment groups. For most planar-segments, planar
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segment shape changes are less above 40dB than below. The

primary exception is d4 which is the least stable in shape

across intensities. The basic curvature of d2 remains

more consistent at all stimulus levels that most other

planar-segments.

Figure 6.

Included angles, in degrees, between the sight vec

tors of adjacent planar-segments at each stimulus level.

The size of the included angle is an indicator of how two

adjacent planar-segments differ in orientation in voltage

space relative to one another (Martin et al., 1983a).

Figure 7a

Apices from planar-segments cl, c2, c3, and c4 at

10dB and 70dB. At 10dB, planar-segment 'c' has four cur

Vature characteristics which can be traced as stimulus

intensity is increased much like peaks in the single

channel ABR (upper figure). At 70dB, the original 10 dB

inflections correspond to the apices of four separate

planar-segments (lower figures).

Figure 7b

A second example of apices which can be traced from

10 to 70dB. In this case, planar-segment ' d' at 10 dB

(upper figure) has four apices which can be identified as
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apices of individual planar-segments dl, d2, d3, and d4 at

70dB (lower figures).

Figure 8

Individual and group planar-segment durations, in

milliseconds, from one animal. Each black dot on a hor

izontal line represents a planar-segment at that given

intensity (compare to Figures 9, 10, ll, and 12). The

values above a line indicate the duration of the indivi

dual planar-segment at that intensity. The values below a

line indicate the duration of the group of planar-segments

enclosed by the brackets. Group durations are shorter in

duration than the sum of the durations of the group

members because adjacent planar-segments within a group

usually have overlapping boundaries (Table II, Martin et

al, l083a).

Figure 9

Planar-segment azimuth and elevation as a function of

stimulus level for one animal. As in Figure 9, each dot

on the horizontal lines represents a planar-segment at

that particular intensity. Below the dots, the azimuth

for that planar-segment's sight vector is presented

immediately over the elevation. At 30dB, d4 was not iden

tified.
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Figure 10

Sequential planar-segment position changes as a func

tion of stimulus level. Dots on horizontal lines are

planar-segments at each intensity. The values on the

vertical lines between the dots are the included angles

between the sight vectors at each 10dB increment. For

example, there is 38 degrees difference in the position of

'a' at 10dB compared to 'a' at 206B. Also there is 50

degrees difference between dl at 30dB and (c.461) at 40dB.

As an indicator of normal variability, test-rete st

included angle ranges for each individual sight vector at

50dB are included for comparison with sight vector changes

as a result of stimulus level differences. The included

angle values in the figures which are underlined were

within the range of variability for the same planar

segment in this cat at 50dB. Note that the majority of

position changes occur below 40dB and that c2, c3, and d2

do not show large changes between any two sequential

stimulus levels.

Figure ll

Planar-segment positions at higher and lower stimulus

levels relative to 40dB. In this figure a planar-segment

at each intensity is compared to its counterpart at 40dB.

The included angles between the sight vector at 40dB and

º
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the sight vectors at other stimulus levels are on the

lines connecting the planar-segment dots. For example

sight vector (clo2c3) at 206B was in a location which dif

fered from the 40dB sight vectors of cl by 73 degrees, c2

by 2 degrees, and c3 by 14 degrees. Included angles which

were with the test-retest range of variability for that

sight vector at 50dB are underlined. In general, sight

Vectors at higher intensities have smaller position

changes relative to 40dB than do lower intensity sight

vectors, the exceptions being d3 and d4.

Figure 12

Planar-segment positions at higher stimulus levels

relative to 10dB. This is an example in which all

planar-segment sight vector positions at higher intensi

ties were compared with the positions of their ancestor

planar-segments at 10dB. For example, d3 at 50dB is 30

degrees different in position than increasing stimulus

level, however some planar-segments namely c2, c3, d2, d3

are to some degree invariant over a large part of the

intensity range.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

The planarity of an electrophysiologic response is a

phenomenon which can result from at least two completely

different types of active generators, cardiac muscle and

neurons of the auditory pathway. In both cases, shape,

degree of planarity, and position of the plane of data

points are directly related to the generator activity

(Burger and Vaane, 1958; Pipberger and Carter, 1962; Mar

tin et al., 1983a, b, c). That planarity of response

results from two different generator types suggests that

the basis of planarity is not unique to any particular

generator type, but that planarity is a result of some

basic principles functioning in both generator types.

Therefore, we might expect that any electrophysiologic

generator source sharing these basic principles would have

a planar distribution of activity in voltage space.

What are these principles? From vector cardiography,

we have a clinical model from which we can derive some

ideas about planarity. The QRS loop has been reported to

be planar in the 'normal' case, with some exceptions

(Schellong, 1937; Schellong, 1938: Burger and Vaane, 1958;

Pipberger and Carter, 1962; Abel, 1965; Mark and Arbeit,

l?68; Hannien, 1967; and Wartak, 1970). The orientation of

116
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the QRS plane relative to the anatomical axes was reported

by Pipberger and Carter (lº 62.) to be the best indicator

between normal and pathological VCG records. Types of

pathologies which affected the orientation of the plane

include old myocardial infarctions, ventricular

hypertrophy, and ventricular conduction defects. The

degree of planarity in children was predominantly altered

by hypertrophy of heart muscle (Mark and Arbeit, 1965). In

adults, right ventricular conduction defects caused disr

uptions of planarity, but in general planarity of the QRS

was not the most effective index for identifying pathology

(Pipberger and Carter, 1962). Although variations in loop

shape were noted in normal individuals, abnormal shape

patterns were useful in identifying hypertrophy and con

duction defects, and in identifying infarctions (Pipberger

and Carter, 1962). Hypertrophy changes the physical size

of the generators and therefore their spatial distribution

and possible phase relationship. Myocardial infarctions

and conduction defects result in asynchronous depolariza

tion of the heart tissue which also disrupts the phase

relationship between the generators.

In the studies presented in this paper three observa

l) the planar-segments identified were

2)

tions were made:

similar in characteristics across animals (chapter 2),

their positions in voltage space were generator dependent
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and not recording electrode position dependent (chapter

3), and 3) changes in generator activity elicited by

parametric manipulation were reflected in planar segment

number, shape, apex-latency, duration and position in vol

tage space. Since the planar-segments are reliable and

reflect generator activity, their behavior can be said to

reflect the processes within those generators which lead

to planar-segment formation. If we are certain that

changes in spatial distribution and phase relationship of

generators occur as stimulus level is increased, then

alterations of the planar-segment can be assumed to

reflect those principles. Thus, both theory and practice

indicate that planar characteristics of electrophysiologic

responses in general, rely on the time related aspects of

generator activity, such as synchrony and relative phase,

and on the spatial orientation of the generators.
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